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1                      PROCEEDINGS

2               JUDGE JONES:  Be on the record.

3               Good morning.  Call for hearing

4   Docket No. 12-0560.  This is titled, in part,

5   Rock Island Clean Line LLC petition for an order

6   granting Rock Island Clean Line LLC a Certificate

7   of Public Convenience and Necessity pursuant to

8   Section 8-406 of the Public Utilities Act as a

9   transmission public utility and to construct,

10   operate, and maintain an electric transmission

11   line and authorizing and directing Rock Island

12   Clean Line pursuant to Section 8-503 of the Act

13   to construct an electric transmission line.

14               At this time I will take the parties

15   respective appearances orally for the record.  I

16   imagine that most who will be entering

17   appearances today have entered appearances at one

18   of the prior hearings, the prehearing conference

19   or the status hearing.  If that's the case, you

20   need not restate all your contact information

21   unless it has changed or unless you simply prefer

22   to do that.

23               We will start with the appearance or

24   appearances on behalf of Rock Island Clean Line
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1   LLC.

2               MR. MACBRIDE:  Thank you, Judge.

3   Appearing on behalf of Rock Island Clean Line

4   LLC, Owen MacBride, Diana Bowman, Laura Chipkin,

5   and Katherine Cisneros, law firm of Schiff

6   Hardin, LLP, 233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 6600,

7   Chicago, Illinois 60606.

8               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you.

9               And staying for the moment with those

10   who are physically present in the Springfield

11   room, are there other appearances to be entered

12   this morning?

13               MR. BERNET:  Yes, Your Honor.  On

14   behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company, Richard

15   Bernet, 10 South Dearborn, Suite 4900, Chicago,

16   60603.

17               MR. FOSCO:  Your Honor, also

18   appearing on behalf of Commonwealth Edison

19   Company, Carmen L. Fosco, with Rooney, Rippie and

20   Ratnaswamy, LLP, 350 West Hubbard Street, Suite

21   600, Chicago, Illinois 60654.

22               JUDGE JONES:  Okay.  Thank you.

23               And working our way along the table

24   here, who would like to go next?
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1               MR. SHAY:  For the Illinois

2   Landowners Alliance, William M. Shay and Jonathan

3   Phillips of the firm Shay Kepple Phillips.  We

4   previously provided our address.

5               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

6               MR. DAVIS:  Chuck Davis and Laura

7   Harmon for the Illinois Agricultural Association,

8   and our contact information is the same.

9               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

10               Are there other appearances to be

11   entered by those who are in Springfield?

12               MR. OLIVERO:  Yes, Your Honor.  On

13   behalf of the Staff witnesses of the Illinois

14   Commerce Commission, Jessica Cardoni, Christine

15   Ericson, Matthew Harvey, and James Olivero.

16   Thank you.

17               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

18               Are there other appearances to be

19   entered by persons who are -- and attorneys who

20   are present in the Springfield room today?

21               Let the record show there are not at

22   least at this time.

23               Turning to the -- those who are

24   present in the Chicago room and have not already
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1   had appearances entered for you, are there other

2   appearances to be entered at this time?

3               We cannot hear you.  You'll probably

4   have to get next to a mic.

5               MR. STALKER:  Got it.  Good morning,

6   Your Honor.  Clark Stalker on behalf of ComEd, 10

7   South Dearborn, Suite 4900, Chicago.

8               JUDGE JONES:  Are you appearing on

9   behalf of ComEd?

10               MR. STALKER:  Yes, I am, Your Honor.

11               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  And what is

12   your business phone number?

13               MR. STALKER:  312.394.4989.

14               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

15               Are there other appearances?

16               MS. BEVERLY:  Yes.  Good morning,

17   Your Honor.  Kenyatta Beverly on behalf of

18   Commonwealth Edison Company, address 350 West

19   Hubbard Street, Suite 600, Chicago, Illinois.

20               JUDGE JONES:  Are you on the service

21   list?

22               MS. BEVERLY: Yes.

23               JUDGE JONES:  Can we have your

24   business phone number, please?
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1               MS. BEVERLY:  312.447.2814.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

3               Are there other appearances to be

4   entered by persons in the Chicago office?

5               MR. BRADY:  Yes, Your Honor.  Good

6   morning.  This is Sean Brady with Wind on the

7   Wires, and my address and contact information is

8   currently in the record.

9               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

10               Are there other appearances to be

11   entered from Chicago?

12               MR. VICKERS:  Yes, Your Honor.  On

13   behalf of Environmental Law and Policy Center,

14   this is Justin Vickers, address 35 East Wacker,

15   Suite 1600, Chicago, Illinois 60601.  Phone

16   number is 312.795.3736.

17               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you.

18               Are there other appearances to be

19   entered from Chicago?

20               Let the record show there are not at

21   least as of now.

22               MR. BERNET:  Your Honor, Richard

23   Bernet.  I didn't give you my phone number.

24   312.394.3623.
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

2               Before we actually get to the

3   cross-examination of the witnesses who are

4   scheduled for today, we will -- going to check

5   the status of the witness schedule that was

6   circulated by Mr. MacBride after communications

7   with other parties.

8               Is -- Mr. MacBride, we'll start with

9   you.  Is the witness lineup still the same as is

10   shown on that schedule circulated on November

11   27th?

12               MR. MACBRIDE:  The witness lineup --

13   excuse me.  The witness lineup is the same.  I

14   had some discussions with some of the other

15   parties regarding some of the witnesses for next

16   week about possibly waiving cross based on some

17   other agreements, but at this time no -- no

18   additional witnesses have been removed from the

19   schedule.

20               And I guess the only other change I

21   would note I'm aware of is that Mr. -- after I

22   circulated this schedule, Mr. Shay communicated

23   that he had, I believe, ten minutes of cross

24   requested for Mr. McDermott, one of today's
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1   witnesses.

2               So other than that, all the witnesses

3   and the time estimates that I previously

4   circulated have not been changed.

5               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

6               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, one other

7   thing.  I did have some conversation with Staff

8   counsel about whether, on Wednesday, December 11,

9   Mr. Zuraski and Mr. Rashid would be here in

10   person in Springfield or whether they wanted to

11   be crossed from Chicago over the video hookup.

12   So I believe Staff had not decided on that when I

13   last talked to them.  So I will leave it to them

14   to comment on that at the appropriate time.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Is that just with

16   respect to Mr. Rashid?

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  And -- yes.  Yeah.

18   Sorry.  Mr. Zuraski would be here in any event.

19               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

20               Before we get started with the

21   cross-examination of the witnesses, are there any

22   other preliminary matters that are in need of

23   attention from the standpoint of the parties?

24               MR. BRADY:  Your Honor, this is Sean
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1   Brady.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

3               MR. BRADY:  Yeah.  I have a question

4   to clarify the affidavit process.  In your e-mail

5   to the parties, you had said or hinted at

6   potentially filing a motion with the affidavits

7   and potentially doing that before the case or

8   sometime during the case.  And so I wanted to get

9   clarified the process you would like to have

10   affidavits handled for witnesses for whom no

11   party is cross-examining.

12               JUDGE JONES:  There's really a couple

13   pieces to that.  The no-cross witnesses will be

14   witnesses who will be or have already submitted

15   affidavits.

16               One -- one question that arises is

17   the process for parties who are putting in

18   witness testimony by affidavit in some fashion

19   but counsel for those parties are not or do not

20   intend to be present at the hearings.

21               So the one e-mail spoke to that

22   process, indicating that in that situation -- and

23   that's spelled out in the e-mail -- then motions

24   would be permitted so that those counsel can move
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1   to admit those no-cross testimonies and exhibits

2   without having to physically appear at a hearing.

3   And that's still the case for -- and I think

4   there are some witnesses who fall in that

5   category -- parties who fall in that category.

6   If their counsel will not be present at the

7   hearings, they will be permitted to move their

8   testimony in in that fashion.

9               With respect to the affidavits

10   themselves, some are already on file and some are

11   not.  I indicated that, if there are witnesses

12   for whom affidavits have not yet been filed as of

13   the date of the hearings, such as today, then

14   leave would be given to file affidavits for those

15   no-cross witnesses at a later time and that --

16   and that is still the case.  If someone wants to

17   move their testimony into the record and there

18   are no cross or objections to that process, then

19   it would be a matter of granting leave to late

20   file the affidavits for those pieces of

21   testimony.

22               On kind of a related scenario -- this

23   might apply to you, Mr. Brady.  I do not know --

24   there may be counsel who are actually present
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1   this morning but do not intend to necessarily be

2   attending the hearing all day or tomorrow and

3   would like, because of that, to get their

4   testimony for which there is no cross offered

5   into the evidentiary record up front.  Although I

6   do not really want to delay the commencement of

7   cross unduly for those sorts of things, I think

8   that is one accommodation that can be made.

9               So if Mr. Brady or anyone else has --

10   is present at the hearing, for example, today and

11   wants to go ahead and move that testimony in

12   because they do not intend to be here all the

13   time or later, then I will permit that.

14               Does that answer your question?

15               MR. BRADY:  Yes, it does, Your Honor.

16   Since my witness resides in Washington, D.C., you

17   know, the verification of his testimony -- we

18   would have to put him over the phone.  I guess my

19   preference therefore would be to request leave to

20   file the testimony -- file an affidavit to move

21   his testimony into the record given that he's in

22   D.C., and that way we don't have to do a phone

23   hookup for him.  And I'll file a motion

24   requesting leave for that tomorrow.
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1               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Let me

2   further clarify here.  What I was speaking to

3   before was not forcing any of those no-cross

4   witnesses to appear at a hearing.  The question

5   went more to whether their counsel would be

6   present at a hearing.

7               There are situations where we have

8   no-cross witnesses whose counsel are unlikely to

9   be present at any of the hearings.  In that

10   situation, that's where the motions come into

11   play and that will be permitted.

12               Then we have situations with persons

13   like you who are here today but you may be

14   leaving.  So if that's the case, we'll allow you

15   to make a motion on the record since you're here,

16   so to speak, but if you prefer to do it in

17   writing, that's okay too.

18               In the case where affidavits have not

19   already been filed -- and some have -- then leave

20   will be given to file those affidavits for those

21   witnesses whose testimony is the subject of a

22   motion to admit the testimony, be it made -- be

23   the motion made on the record today, for example,

24   or in writing because counsel for those parties
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1   and witnesses are not either present today or

2   will not be present in either Springfield or

3   Chicago for these hearings.

4               Does that clarify for you?

5               MR. BRADY:  Yes.  Then that works for

6   me since I will not be around here this

7   afternoon.

8               JUDGE JONES:  So what is your

9   preference?  Do you want to file a motion, or do

10   you want to make an oral motion?

11               MR. BRADY:  I will -- I'll file a

12   written motion.  That way it's clearly stated and

13   put in the record for everybody to follow.

14               JUDGE JONES:  Yeah, that's your call

15   there.  If you prefer to do it that way, that's

16   fine.  In terms of leave for your witness with

17   regard to the affidavit and then allowing enough

18   time given the geographics, what time frame would

19   you prefer or propose to submit the affidavit?

20               MR. BRADY:  If I could have time to

21   file the affidavit by -- by Tuesday of next week,

22   that would be fine.

23               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Leave of

24   seven days is provided to Mr. Brady to make that
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1   filing.

2               MR. BRADY:  Thank you.

3               JUDGE JONES:  Let me just back up one

4   second.

5               Are there any objections to that

6   process?

7               MR. MACBRIDE:  No, sir.

8               JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show

9   there are not.

10               So leave is granted to Mr. Brady to

11   proceed in that fashion.

12               Any there any other questions about

13   how that works either in Mr. Brady's case, who is

14   maybe sort of the first of those, or with regard

15   to anybody else who is putting in testimony by

16   affidavit?

17               MR. BRADY:  Not from me.  This is

18   Sean Brady.

19               JUDGE JONES:  Does anybody else have

20   any questions regarding that at this point?

21               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I have a

22   question.

23               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

24               MR. SHAY:  I have questions about the
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1   schedule and procedure.

2               First, regarding the witnesses, I

3   believe for next Thursday, the 12th, the last

4   witness on the schedule shown is Mr. Nelson for

5   the ILA, and the only party that had any cross

6   was the Farm Bureau, and I understand that they

7   have waived their cross of Mr. Nelson.

8               So we would ask that he be not

9   required to appear and that he be eligible to

10   have his testimony entered into the record via

11   affidavit.

12               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Just --

13               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, I can -- I

14   think Mr. Shay may be looking at a version of the

15   schedule that was circulated among the parties.

16   The version that I circulated to the Judge and

17   all the parties, quote, "officially" had Mr.

18   Nelson removed for the reason he described.  So

19   he's not on the schedule.

20               MR. SHAY:  And I'm working from one

21   dated November 26th.  So that's dated?

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yeah, you have --

23   Judge, you have the one dated November 27th?

24               JUDGE JONES:  I do.
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1               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.

2               JUDGE JONES:  And that does show

3   witness Nelson as one of the no-cross witnesses.

4               MR. SHAY:  And I have one other

5   procedural question, Your Honor.

6               If there are -- in the course of the

7   hearings, if there is any question about

8   information either in testimony or in a data

9   request response subject to the protective order,

10   I think it would be a good idea to clarify how

11   that will be handled.  And I haven't discussed

12   that with Mr. MacBride yet so I don't know if he

13   has an idea about that.

14               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Shay, you're

15   speaking about potential cross-examination that

16   may involve confidential information of a

17   witness.  Is that the --

18               MR. SHAY:  Yes.

19               JUDGE JONES:  -- the focus there?

20               MR. SHAY:  Yes.

21               JUDGE JONES:  I'm happy to get input

22   from anybody else on that.

23               To the extent we need to go in camera

24   to do that, we will.  It's always better if that
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1   can be done as little as possible.  Number one,

2   we like to keep the record as public as we can.

3   Number two, there are logistics involved.  We

4   don't want to have to constantly clear the room

5   and then -- to go in and out of in camera.

6               So to the extent that there are some

7   questions that may require in camera hearing

8   treatment, hopefully they can be bundled so as

9   not to have frequent trips in and out of in

10   camera.  And, also, I think it would be helpful

11   to contact the other party or parties to see if

12   that is really an area or a line of questions

13   which is going to trigger confidentiality

14   concerns.  Oftentimes they do not, when it comes

15   right down to it, and you're probably already

16   doing that anyway.

17               And then oftentimes it's the case

18   that a question is asked and it may or may not

19   involve a confidential answer.  So there's sort

20   of a hybrid process there where we can push it --

21   we can take it as far as we can and keep it

22   public, but then if we can see that it's going to

23   require or likely involve confidential

24   information in the response, then we will take
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1   whatever measures we need to protect the

2   confidentiality.

3               So that's kind of the process that

4   hopefully will be practical enough to work here.

5   It's a little bit fluid.  We'll kind of see -- it

6   tends not to come up as often as people might

7   expect, but it can come up, and if it does, then

8   we'll need to deal with it and always feel free

9   to kind of -- if you hear a line of questioning

10   that you think is leading in that direction, feel

11   free to sort of interrupt us before we get too

12   much farther there, and we'll figure out what we

13   need to do.  So those will kind of be the general

14   guidelines.

15               Does anybody else have anything to

16   comment on that before we move along?

17               All right.  With that, then, I think

18   we're ready to begin with the cross-examination

19   of the witnesses who are scheduled for today.

20               So, Mr. MacBride, do you have a

21   witness to call?

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Rock Island

23   calls Karl McDermott as the first witness.

24               JUDGE JONES:  Sir, please raise your
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1   right hand to be sworn.

2                   (Mr. McDermott was duly sworn.)

3               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you.

4   Please be seated.

5               Again, if anybody is having any

6   problems hearing those asking questions or

7   answering questions, let us know, and we'll

8   figure out if we can make some arrangements that

9   allow you to hear that better.

10               MR. MACBRIDE:  Thank you, Judge.

11                  KARL A. MCDERMOTT,

12   of lawful age, having been produced, sworn, and

13   examined on behalf of the Petitioner, testified

14   as follows:

15                  DIRECT EXAMINATION

16   QUESTIONS BY MR. MACBRIDE:

17         Q.    Would you please state your name and

18   business address for the record.

19         A.    My name is Karl -- that's with a K --

20   middle initial A., McDermott, M-c-D-e-r-m-o-t-t.

21         Q.    Who is your employer, and what is

22   your position?

23         A.    I'm with both the University of

24   Illinois Springfield as the Ameren distinguished
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1   professor of government and business, and I'm

2   with NERA as a special consultant.

3         Q.    Have you --

4               UNIDENTIFIED:  Your Honor, we're --

5   I'm sorry for the interruption.  We're having

6   trouble hearing Dr. McDermott here in Chicago.

7         A.    Sorry about that.  Is that better?

8               UNIDENTIFIED:  Slightly.

9         A.    Maybe if I turn it on.  Sorry about

10   that.  I saw the light on, but I didn't

11   realize --

12               My business address is 875 North

13   Michigan Avenue, Suite 3650, Chicago, Illinois

14   60611.

15         Q.    (By Mr. MacBride)  Thank you.  Dr.

16   McDermott, have you been retained to conduct

17   certain analyses and prepare certain testimony

18   and exhibits that you wish to offer in this

19   proceeding?

20         A.    I was, yes.

21         Q.    And is it your understanding that

22   these exhibits have been previously filed through

23   the Commission's e-Docket system?

24         A.    Yes.
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1         Q.    Do you have before you a document

2   that is titled Direct Testimony of Karl A.

3   McDermott on Behalf of Rock Island Clean Line LLC

4   that is identified as Rock Island Exhibit 4.0

5   Revised?

6         A.    Yes.

7         Q.    Rock Island Exhibit 4.0 Revised

8   consists of a cover page, followed by a table of

9   contents and 39 pages of written questions and

10   answers; is that correct?

11         A.    That is correct.

12         Q.    Is Rock Island Exhibit 4.0 Revised

13   the prepared direct testimony you wish to offer

14   in this proceeding?

15         A.    I do.

16         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

17   changes to make to Rock Island Exhibit 4.0

18   Revised?

19         A.    I do not.

20         Q.    If I were to ask you at this hearing

21   the questions in Rock Island Exhibit 4.0 Revised,

22   would your answers be the same?

23         A.    Yes.

24         Q.    You also have before you a document
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1   marked for identification as Rock Island 4.1?

2         A.    Yes.

3         Q.    That would be your resume?

4         A.    Yes.

5         Q.    And this is an exhibit to your direct

6   testimony; correct?

7         A.    Correct.

8         Q.    Was Rock Island Exhibit 4.1 prepared

9   under your supervision and direction?

10         A.    Yes.

11         Q.    Do you have any changes or

12   corrections you would like to make to that

13   exhibit at this time?

14         A.    No.

15         Q.    Is the information on Rock Island

16   Exhibit 4.1 true and correct to the best of your

17   knowledge and belief?

18         A.    Yes.

19         Q.    Do you also have before you a

20   document that is titled Rebuttal Testimony of

21   Karl A. McDermott on Behalf of Rock Island Clean

22   Line LLC that has been marked for identification

23   as Rock Island Exhibit 4.2?

24         A.    Yes.
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1         Q.    And Rock Island Exhibit 4.2 consists

2   of a cover page, followed by ten pages of written

3   questions and answers; correct?

4         A.    That is correct.

5         Q.    Is Rock Island Exhibit 4.2 the

6   rebuttal testimony you wish to offer in this

7   case?

8         A.    Yes, it is.

9         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

10   changes to that exhibit?

11         A.    No, I do not.

12         Q.    If I were to ask you at this hearing

13   the questions set forth in Rock Island Exhibit

14   4.2, would your answers be the same?

15         A.    Yes.

16         Q.    Finally, do you also have before you

17   a document that is titled Surrebuttal Testimony

18   of Karl A. McDermott on Behalf of Rock Island

19   Clean Line LLC that's been identified as Rock

20   Island Exhibit 4.3?

21         A.    Yes.

22         Q.    Does Rock Island Exhibit 4.3 consist

23   of a cover page, followed by four pages of

24   written questions and answers?
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1         A.    Yes.

2         Q.    Is Rock Island Exhibit 4.3 the

3   surrebuttal testimony you wish to offer in this

4   case?

5         A.    I do.

6         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

7   changes to make to Rock Island Exhibit 4.3?

8         A.    No.

9         Q.    And if I were to ask you at this

10   hearing the questions set forth on Rock Island

11   Exhibit 4.3, would your answers be the same?

12         A.    Yes.

13               MR. MACBRIDE:  We offer the exhibits

14   identified by Mr. -- or by Dr. McDermott into

15   evidence and offer him for cross-examination.

16               JUDGE JONES:  Any response?

17               MR. BERNET:  No objection.

18               JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show

19   that the testimonies and exhibits proffered by

20   Dr. McDermott are admitted into the evidentiary

21   record.  The identity or identification on the

22   exhibits and the filing dates are as shown on the

23   exhibit list and were -- and as just asked by

24   Mr. MacBride so I'll not repeat them.  But those
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1   evidentiary items are hereby admitted into the

2   evidentiary record as filed on e-Docket on the

3   date of filing shown on the exhibit list.

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge?

5               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

6               MR. MACBRIDE:  I did not file Rock

7   Island exhibit list on e-Docket since your notice

8   didn't indicate it was to be filed.  Would you

9   like me to do that later?  I believe your notice

10   just called for it to be served on the parties

11   and yourself.

12               JUDGE JONES:  That's true.  Yeah.

13   Let me clarify that.

14               The motion to admit those exhibits is

15   granted.  The exhibits being admitted are as

16   identified by Mr. MacBride as filed on e-Docket

17   on the dates of filing that Mr. MacBride

18   identified.

19               Does that cover it?

20               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, I don't think we

21   identified any dates of filing in the direct

22   examination, but we can simply file the exhibit

23   list on e-Docket.

24               JUDGE JONES:  We'll cover that.
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1               Exhibit 4.0 Revised is admitted as

2   filed on e-Docket on November 27, 2013; 4.1 is

3   admitted as filed on October 10, 2012; 4.2 is

4   admitted as filed on e-Docket on August 20, 2013;

5   and 4.3 is admitted as filed on e-Docket on

6   November 12, 2013.

7               MR. MACBRIDE:  Thank you.

8               JUDGE JONES:  Give me one moment.

9               All right.  I think there is some

10   cross-examination for the witness, I think, from

11   three parties.

12               Who would like to lead off?

13               MR. BERNET:  Your Honor, Commonwealth

14   Edison would like to lead off.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Please proceed.

16                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

17   QUESTIONS BY MR. BERNET:

18         Q.    Good morning, Dr. McDermott.  Richard

19   Bernet on behalf of Commonwealth Edison.  Nice to

20   see you again.

21         A.    Good to see you, sir.

22         Q.    Dr. McDermott, if I ask you a

23   question that is unclear or that you don't

24   understand, please ask me to rephrase, and I'll
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1   do my best to do that.

2               When I refer to "the line" or "Rock

3   Island line" or "the project," you'll understand

4   that what I'm referring to is the Rock Island

5   transmission line that is the subject of this

6   proceeding; right?

7         A.    Yes.

8         Q.    In order for the ICC to issue a

9   Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

10   in this case, it must conclude that the line will

11   promote the development of an effectively

12   competitive electricity market that operates

13   efficiently, is equitable to all customers, and

14   is the least-cost means of satisfying those

15   objections -- objectives.  That's right, isn't

16   it?

17         A.    That's correct.

18         Q.    And so there's really four elements;

19   right?  That it will promote the development of

20   an effective -- effectively competitive

21   electricity market, that it operates efficiently,

22   that it is equitable to all customers, and that

23   it is the least-cost means of satisfying those

24   objections -- objectives.
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1         A.    Correct.

2         Q.    And that's under Section 8-406 of the

3   Public Utility Act; right?

4         A.    Correct.

5         Q.    And then Rock Island is also asking

6   for an order under Section 8-503 of the Public

7   Utilities Act; right?

8         A.    Yes.

9         Q.    And so under that provision, the

10   Commission must also determine that the line is

11   necessary to promote the development of an

12   effectively competitive electricity market; isn't

13   that right?

14         A.    Yes.

15         Q.    And if the facts in this case do not

16   support every one of those elements, then the

17   Commission must deny the petition; isn't that

18   right?

19               MR. MACBRIDE:  Objection.  That calls

20   for a legal conclusion from Dr. McDermott.

21               MR. BERNET:  Your Honor, the witness

22   is testifying that he -- that Rock Island has

23   proved these elements; and, you know, I'm not

24   asking him as a lawyer.
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1               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, Judge, he --

2   Mr. Bernet's statement is correct that

3   Dr. McDermott has testified that Rock Island has

4   satisfied the elements that Mr. Bernet laid out,

5   but Dr. McDermott has not been asked to testify

6   on other elements that may lead to the granting

7   of the requested orders.

8               JUDGE JONES:  Dr. McDermott has

9   opened the door on this line of questioning with

10   his own testimony.  He addressed these

11   elements -- or some of these elements to some

12   degree, at least, as an expert.

13               Is he being asked to express an

14   opinion on any of the elements other than those

15   he spoke to in his testimony?

16               MR. BERNET:  Your Honor, I'll

17   withdraw the question.

18               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Question is

19   withdrawn.

20         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  Dr. McDermott, I'd

21   like to direct your attention to your rebuttal

22   testimony at lines 203 to 207.  Let me know when

23   you're there.

24         A.    I'm there.
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1         Q.    So in that section, you say,

2   "Third" -- and I quote, "Third, while this may be

3   an obvious point, it bears stating that a

4   market-based transmission line must be the

5   least-cost approach or the line will not obtain

6   sufficient contracts to justify building it.  If,

7   for example, shippers could reach their desired

8   markets using an alternative lower-cost resource,

9   they will not sign contracts."

10               Did I read that right?

11         A.    Yes.

12         Q.    It's not your contention that this

13   language is intended to establish that the line

14   is the least-cost alternative under Section 8-406

15   of the Public Utilities Act, is it?

16         A.    Well, under -- under 8-406 they

17   discuss the least cost, and what I'm pointing out

18   here is that the proposal that's being presented

19   by Rock Island must be least cost in the sense

20   that I've stated there or it won't -- it won't

21   come to fruition, and that's what the competitive

22   market is all about.

23         Q.    But that -- that -- that section is

24   not designed to demonstrate that the -- that Rock
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1   Island has met the least-cost obligation under

2   Section 8-406, is it?

3         A.    I think it's information that can be

4   taken into account in that, yes.

5         Q.    Let me direct your attention to page

6   2 of your direct testimony, lines 27 -- lines 27

7   to 33.  In that section -- are you there?

8         A.    I'm there.

9         Q.    So in that section of your direct

10   testimony, you're telling the Commission what

11   elements of the statute you are testifying about;

12   isn't that right?

13         A.    That is correct.

14         Q.    And the least-cost alternative

15   section of the statute that we talked about

16   earlier isn't there, is it?

17         A.    No, sir, it isn't.

18         Q.    In the model that is in your

19   testimony, you only evaluated the Rock Island

20   transmission line.  You didn't evaluate any other

21   transmission lines; is that right?

22         A.    That's correct.

23         Q.    And the only analysis that you

24   performed in connection with your engagement by
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1   Rock Island is the analysis set forth in your

2   testimony; right?

3         A.    That's correct.

4         Q.    Now, Dr. McDermott, you conducted an

5   economic analysis of the effect the line would

6   have on energy prices in Illinois; right?

7         A.    That's correct.

8         Q.    And do you have an understanding of

9   what the cost to construct the line is?

10         A.    I've seen the numbers.  I don't

11   recall offhand.

12         Q.    Subject to check, would you accept

13   that the cost to construct the line is

14   approximately $1.8 billion?

15         A.    That sounds right.

16         Q.    And in your direct testimony at lines

17   46 to -- 46 and 47, you testify that the economic

18   benefits of the line are between 667 million and

19   1.22 billion; isn't that right?

20         A.    That's correct.

21         Q.    So your test -- and your testimony

22   does not discuss the $1.8 billion to construct

23   the line, does it?

24         A.    Because it's not being asked to be
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1   paid for by the customers.

2         Q.    But it doesn't discuss that, does it?

3         A.    No, sir.

4         Q.    And the PROMOD model that you discuss

5   in your testimony does not include the cost to

6   construct the line?

7         A.    I do not believe in the models that

8   we use, no.

9         Q.    And the economic benefits that you

10   describe above does not incorporate the cost of

11   building or maintaining the line?

12         A.    Again, because it's not being asked

13   to be paid for.  So it's not a cost that has to

14   be netted out against the benefits.

15         Q.    But that's a "Yes"; right?

16         A.    That's a "Yes."

17         Q.    Your analysis assumes that a hundred

18   percent of the generation that will provide the

19   power that will flow on the line is wind; isn't

20   that right?

21         A.    That's correct.

22         Q.    Your testimony does not identify a

23   single generator that has signed up to use the

24   line, does it?
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1         A.    No, sir.

2         Q.    In fact, owners of the generation

3   that will use the Rock Island line are unknown,

4   aren't they?

5         A.    At this point in time.

6         Q.    And one cannot predict with a hundred

7   percent accuracy what resources will use the

8   line?

9         A.    But, again, in the sense of the

10   benefit analysis that's been done, that -- if a

11   higher-cost resource is utilizing the line, that

12   would just reduce the benefits by some amount,

13   but it's not my estimate that it would ever turn

14   it negative.

15               MR. BERNET:  Your Honor, I move to

16   strike.  I asked for a yes or no.

17               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

18               MR. MACBRIDE:  I think the question

19   [sic] was responsive.  Mr. Bernet may want a yes

20   or no, but I think the witness is entitled to

21   respond to the question as he sees appropriate.

22               JUDGE JONES:  Could we have the

23   response read back, please, Ms. Reporter?

24                   (The requested portion was read
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1                   back by the court reporter.)

2               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Could I

3   have the question back too, please.

4               COURT REPORTER:  Yes.  I'm sorry.

5                   (The requested portion was read

6                   back by the court reporter.)

7               JUDGE JONES:  And start the answer

8   again, please.  Sorry.

9                   (The requested portion was read

10                   back by the court reporter.)

11               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

12               The motion is granted, not because

13   the question was not provided yes or no.  I think

14   the real test, at least the way I see it, is, if

15   the witness makes an effort to answer the

16   question that was asked and not some related

17   question, then we're going to give the witness

18   leeway.  Or if the witness has answered a

19   different question than the one that was asked,

20   even if it might seem related, then the motion

21   should be granted.

22               Here I think Dr. McDermott provided

23   an answer that's related to the question, but he

24   did not answer the question that was asked.
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1               In making that ruling, I am not

2   limiting this witness or any witness to yes-or-no

3   answers in every situation.  Most situations

4   involving complicated questions and expert

5   witnesses are not necessarily going to get you a

6   yes-or-no answer.  There are some that do; some

7   that don't.  I'm not limiting this witness to

8   answering that question with a yes-or-no answer,

9   but the answer that he gave went beyond the

10   question.

11               Hence it's stricken.

12         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  Dr. McDermott --

13               JUDGE JONES:  Now, do you want him

14   to -- is the question still out there or --

15               MR. BERNET:  I'll ask a different

16   question.

17               JUDGE JONES:  All right.

18               MR. BERNET:  Thank you, Your Honor.

19         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  Direct your

20   attention to your rebuttal testimony, Dr.

21   McDermott, and specifically lines 176 to 177.

22   Can you read the sentence that starts with the

23   word "While"?

24         A.    "While Mr. Naumann is correct that
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1   one cannot predict with 100 percent accuracy what

2   resources will use the line -- though, as

3   Mr. Berry discusses, it is hard to imagine that

4   there would be sufficient non-wind resources in

5   the project's resource area seeking to transport

6   their output to Northern Illinois to justify

7   building the project -- whatever the resource

8   use" -- "whatever resources use the line will be

9   lower cost resources than current or future

10   resources in PJM or those resources will not use

11   the line."

12         Q.    Rock Island cannot restrict use of

13   the line to wind generators, can it?

14         A.    That's my understanding -- that it

15   cannot.

16         Q.    In fact, FERC denied Rock Island's

17   request to give preference to wind generation for

18   use of the line.  Isn't that true?

19         A.    That's my understanding.

20         Q.    And the FERC open access rules

21   require Rock Island to allow any eligible

22   customer to purchase capacity on the line; isn't

23   that right?

24         A.    That's my understanding.
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1         Q.    I'm going to read three statements to

2   you.  I'd like -- I'd like to know if you believe

3   these statements are accurate.

4               The project serves no purpose without

5   the new wind resources, and the new wind

6   resources would not be developed without the

7   transmission access afforded by the Rock Island

8   project.  Is that an accurate statement?

9         A.    Can you read it to me one more time?

10         Q.    Sure.  The project serves no purpose

11   without the new wind resources, and the new wind

12   resources would not be developed without the

13   transmission access afforded by the Rock Island

14   project.

15         A.    I'm not sure what context that

16   statement's being made in, but I believe that, if

17   the Rock Island project gets built, the wind

18   resources will be sought to be contracted for.

19         Q.    Well -- so you can't answer the

20   question whether or not you think that statement

21   is accurate?

22         A.    Again, it's hard for me to put it

23   into a content, but as I said, I -- I think if --

24   if the line is given a certificate, the company
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1   will go out and attempt to sign up contracts with

2   wind resource providers.

3         Q.    Do you believe the project serves no

4   purpose without the new wind resources?

5         A.    It could -- if they built the project

6   and no wind resources came, if you're saying

7   that, and would there be other potential

8   resources that could use the line?  That's

9   certainly a possibility.

10         Q.    But your analysis doesn't deal with

11   that situation?

12         A.    No, sir.

13         Q.    The resulting economic and

14   environmental benefits are wholly driven by new

15   wind generation facilitated by the Rock Island

16   project.  Is that an accurate statement?

17         A.    Again, if you could reread it.

18         Q.    Sure.  The resulting economic and

19   environmental benefits are wholly driven by new

20   wind generation facilitated by the Rock Island

21   project.

22         A.    I believe that is one of the benefits

23   that is provided by this line, yes.

24         Q.    So that's accurate?
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1         A.    I believe so, given that I have -- I

2   don't have it in front of me and I can't read it

3   and think about it some more, but I think that

4   the resulting economic benefits of this line are

5   in part driven by the ability to provide those

6   wind resources.

7         Q.    This benefit study is unique in that

8   the economic feasibility of the Rock Island

9   project and the new wind generation resources

10   that will utilize it are directly intertwined

11   such that one cannot be reasonably modeled

12   without the other.  Is that a true statement?

13         A.    If I can have that read again.

14         Q.    Absolutely.  This benefit study is

15   unique in that the economic feasibility of the

16   Rock Island project and the new wind generation

17   resources that will utilize it are directly

18   intertwined such that one cannot be reasonably

19   modeled without the other.

20         A.    Yes.  I think that the line and the

21   resources are -- the way we've looked at it in

22   our model, it's -- we have the line, and there

23   are -- it's full with wind resources, and that's

24   where the benefits are driven from in our model.
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1         Q.    So that is an accurate statement?

2         A.    I believe so.

3         Q.    Your testimony refers to the -- and

4   I can point it to you, but you refer to the

5   project -- the project's resource area.  Are you

6   familiar with that?

7         A.    Right.

8         Q.    Where is that?

9         A.    In Iowa.  Northwest Iowa.

10         Q.    How large is that area?

11         A.    Offhand I couldn't tell you.

12         Q.    I mean, a hundred miles?  500 miles?

13   A thousand?

14         A.    Well, again, you'd be looking at --

15   along the segment of the line where they're going

16   to interconnect those wind farms.  I couldn't

17   give you a geographic space specifically.

18         Q.    Yeah, I know.  I'm not asking you

19   specifically.  But can you give me any kind of --

20   is it a mile?  Is it more than a mile?  Less than

21   a thousand miles?

22         A.    More than a mile and less than a

23   thousand.

24         Q.    Okay.  Now we're making progress.
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1         A.    Okay.

2         Q.    I mean -- let me ask it this way:

3   What's the outer limit, generally speaking?

4   What's the furthest after way from the western

5   interconnetion point -- well, let me strike that.

6               Is the western interconnection point

7   of this line in that project resource area?

8         A.    I believe that -- yes.

9         Q.    And so the idea is that's where the

10   western end of the transmission line is, and then

11   the generation is out in that area around where

12   that -- or it's somewhere in relation to that

13   geographic location?

14         A.    Right.  And there may be numerous

15   ways in which they can interconnect with those,

16   but I'm not an engineer, and I don't know what

17   their plans are from that perspective.

18         Q.    Okay.  And in terms of the outer

19   limit of that project resource area, you can't

20   tell me whether that's a thousand miles or 500

21   miles away from that interconnection point?

22         A.    No.  I think it's -- it will depend

23   on the technologies that the company and the wind

24   suppliers are going to use to interconnect their
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1   power.

2         Q.    That doesn't currently exist?

3         A.    That doesn't currently exist.

4         Q.    If a wind generator located at a

5   position wanted to interconnect -- in that

6   resource area wanted to interconnect to the line,

7   that generator would have to pay the cost of

8   building a transmission line to reach that

9   interconnection point; isn't that right?

10         A.    There would be, I imagine, some cost

11   associated with that, yes.

12         Q.    And that generator would have to pay

13   that cost?

14         A.    Yeah.  Potentially, yeah.

15         Q.    I mean, that's the way the federal

16   rules work; right?

17         A.    Right.

18         Q.    Left me direct your attention to your

19   direct testimony, lines 113 to 116.

20         A.    I'm there.

21         Q.    And so let me read that.  "There are

22   several possible benefits from the proposed

23   project.  First, renewable energy resources" --

24   "renewable resources" -- I'm sorry -- "have very
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1   low marginal costs of production.  As market

2   prices are related to the marginal cost of

3   production, additional renewable resources can

4   have the effect of lowering overall wholesale

5   market prices."

6               Did I read that right?

7         A.    Yes, you did.

8         Q.    Your economic analysis does not

9   incorporate the cost that wind generators would

10   have to incur to interconnect to that western

11   interconnection point of the line, does it?

12         A.    No.

13         Q.    Like to direct your attention to your

14   surrebuttal testimony, in particular line 57.

15         A.    Just give me a moment.

16         Q.    Let me know when you're there.

17         A.    You said line 57?

18         Q.    Yes.

19         A.    All right.

20         Q.    And so it actually starts on line 56.

21   You testify that "Rock Island both has stated its

22   intent and made a commitment not to use cost

23   allocation at all."

24               Did I read that right?
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1         A.    Yes.

2         Q.    And by "cost allocation," you mean

3   putting some or all of the cost to construct the

4   line into rate base such that those costs would

5   be passed on to customers in the ComEd zone?

6         A.    That's correct.

7         Q.    Is that commitment absolute in your

8   mind?

9         A.    I mean, it's hard for me to speak on

10   behalf of the company, but it's my understanding

11   that, if anything changed, they would come before

12   the Commission again to have it re-examined.

13         Q.    So it's not absolute?

14         A.    I don't -- again, I'm not -- my view

15   is they're trying to make it as absolute as

16   possible, but should something else happen, if

17   that did, in the remote possibility, they've

18   agreed that they would come before the

19   Commission.

20         Q.    So it's conditional?

21         A.    That's one way.

22         Q.    Okay.  So your testimony that says

23   they will not use cost allocation at all is not

24   accurate?
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Is that a question?

2               MR. BERNET:  Yes.

3         A.    As it stands right now, that's my

4   understanding of the proposal -- that they will

5   not ask for any cost allocation.  So that's what

6   I was evaluating.

7         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  As a former

8   commissioner, can you explain how the

9   commitment -- well, let me back up for a second.

10               I think you testified that, before

11   Rock Island would attempt to rate base the cost

12   of the line, they'd come back to the -- they'd

13   come back to the Commission; right?

14         A.    That would be my understanding.

15         Q.    Come back to the ICC.

16         A.    Yes.  This Commission.

17         Q.    As a former commissioner, can you

18   explain how the commitment would be enforced if,

19   after the line was built, Rock Island made a

20   filing requesting that all or part of the cost of

21   the project be included in rate base?

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  Object to the

23   question.  This is outside the scope of

24   Dr. McDermott's testimony.
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1               MR. BERNET:  No.  He's testifying

2   that the company has made a commitment not to use

3   cost allocation.  I'm asking him how that

4   commitment would be enforced.

5               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. MacBride, are you

6   suggesting the question does not go to cost

7   allocation?

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  No.  I'm suggesting

9   that asking him to express his opinion as a

10   former commissioner is outside the scope of his

11   testimony.  I'd also point out that other company

12   witnesses --

13               JUDGE JONES:  Is this still in

14   response to my question?  If not, then --

15               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.

16               JUDGE JONES:  Go ahead.

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Yes.  No.  What

18   I was about to say was not.  It was further -- in

19   further support of my objection.

20               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  The

21   objection is overruled.  Please answer the

22   question, if you have an answer.  Do you need the

23   question read back, sir?

24         A.    Please, sir.
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Could I have the

2   question read back, Ms. Reporter?

3                   (The requested portion was read

4                   back by the court reporter.)

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  Could I ask Mr. Bernet

6   to clarify it by --

7               JUDGE JONES:  No.  I just asked the

8   question read back, and the ruling has been made.

9   I didn't have the question read back to open up

10   the door for another string of objections.

11               So if the witness understands the

12   question, if he has an answer to give us, then we

13   ask him to provide that.

14         A.    That's really difficult to answer

15   because it will depend upon the facts and

16   situation that would be presented to the

17   Commission at the time that request would be

18   made.  So, as a result, it's hard for me to know.

19         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  So you don't know?

20         A.    No.

21         Q.    In your rebuttal testimony, you refer

22   to the testimony of Mr. Naumann; right?

23         A.    Yes.

24         Q.    And let me direct you specifically in
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1   your rebuttal to lines 43 through 47.

2         A.    I'm there.

3         Q.    So there you say, "...ComEd's

4   position requiring that merchant transmission

5   developers have to resolve nearly every possible

6   uncertainty, undertake and complete every

7   necessary study, and resolve future litigation

8   prior to receiving a CPCN."

9         A.    That's --

10         Q.    That's what you said; right?

11         A.    Correct.

12         Q.    In your experience as an ICC

13   commissioner or otherwise, are you aware of a

14   single case in which the Commission granted a

15   Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

16   under Section 8-406 of the PUA when the studies

17   that Mr. Naumann refers to were not complete?

18         A.    Well, again, I don't know that there

19   have been other merchant plants of this nature so

20   it would be hard to make comparisons.

21         Q.    So is that a "No"?

22         A.    Offhand I can't think of any.

23         Q.    Let me direct your attention to your

24   rebuttal testimony at line 147.
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1         A.    I'm there.

2         Q.    Can you read the sentence that begins

3   on line 147, please, and ends on line 148.

4               JUDGE JONES:  Why do you want him to

5   read that?

6               MR. BERNET:  Pardon me?

7               JUDGE JONES:  Why do you want him to

8   read that?

9         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  Well, are you there?

10         A.    Yes, I am.

11               MR. BERNET:  Can I read it?

12               JUDGE JONES:  Well, why do you want

13   to read it?

14               MR. BERNET:  I want to ask him a

15   question about that -- about that sentence.

16               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Go ahead.

17         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  The sentence says,

18   "As I indicated above, if sufficient demand does

19   not materialize for the project, it will not be

20   built."

21               That's your testimony; right?

22         A.    That's correct.

23         Q.    In your experience as an ICC

24   commissioner or otherwise, are you aware of any
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1   case in Illinois where the ICC issued a CPCN

2   where the applicant indicated that it would not

3   construct the line if demand did not materialize?

4         A.    Now we're talk -- just power lines or

5   any project?

6         Q.    Power lines.

7         A.    I think this is a case of first

8   impression in the sense that it's a, you know,

9   merchant plant that's coming in; and, again,

10   competitive process allows for, you know, someone

11   to make a proposal like this.  The Commission can

12   approve that proposal, and if it doesn't

13   materialize, the customer's not harmed.

14         Q.    Right.  I understand.  That wasn't my

15   question.

16               My question was are you aware of a

17   situation where the Commission granted a

18   certificate under these circumstances?

19         A.    Not offhand, no.

20         Q.    In your experience as an ICC

21   commissioner or otherwise, are you aware of any

22   case in Illinois where the ICC issued a

23   certificate under Section 8-406 of the Public

24   Utilities Act where the applicant had not
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1   unconditionally committed to build a transmission

2   line if it obtained a CPCN?

3         A.    I'm sorry.  Could you read that back

4   to me?

5         Q.    Sure.  In your experience as an ICC

6   commissioner or otherwise, are you aware of any

7   case in Illinois where the ICC issued a

8   Certificate of Public Convenience under Section

9   8-406 of the Public Utilities Act where the

10   applicant had not unconditionally committed to

11   build a transmission line if it obtained the

12   certificate?

13         A.    Since I think this is the first real,

14   you know, merchant line that's coming in as an

15   economics case, I think this is the first.

16         Q.    So that's a "No"?

17         A.    "No."

18         Q.    Through your testimony you're

19   indicating that the Commission should grant an

20   order under Section 8-503 of the Public Utilities

21   Act and should order Rock Island to construct the

22   line; is that right?

23         A.    That they should grant them that

24   certificate and allow them to construct the line.
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1         Q.    But that -- let me ask you this:

2   What is your understanding of how an order under

3   Section 8-503 differs from an order under Section

4   8-406?

5         A.    I would have to go back and look at

6   the language again.

7         Q.    So you don't know just off the top of

8   your head, like --

9         A.    I'm trying to think about the -- if

10   there's specific nuances in that language.

11         Q.    Well, let me ask this:  Why is Rock

12   Island asking for an order under Section 8-503?

13         A.    Well, I think the whole process is

14   they're asking for an order so that they can go

15   back to those people that haven't signed up for

16   them yet and begin to show them that we have a

17   line that's going to be built and that you can

18   build your wind farms and connect to this line

19   and that power and the RECs that come from that

20   power production will be available for the

21   customers.

22         Q.    Do you have an understanding that an

23   order under Section 8-503 is a prerequisite to

24   getting eminent domain authority?
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1         A.    I believe it can be, but I don't

2   believe pre -- eminent domain was being asked in

3   this case.

4         Q.    Well, let me ask it again.  Do you

5   believe that an order under Section 8-503 is

6   required as a prerequisite to getting eminent

7   domain authority from the Commission?

8         A.    I believe that's true.

9         Q.    Are you aware of any reason why an

10   applicant would want an order under Section 8-503

11   other than to eliminate the preconditions to

12   obtaining condemnation authority?

13         A.    For the reason I just stated

14   earlier:  that they want to be able to go back to

15   their customers -- potential customers and show

16   them that they have the authority to build the

17   line and that they're beginning to build the line

18   and that they'll be in a place they can sell

19   their power.

20         Q.    But they have that authority under

21   Section 8-406; right?

22         A.    Yes.

23         Q.    So they wouldn't need 8-503 to make

24   that statement to their customers?
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Is that a question?

2               MR. BERNET:  Yes.

3         A.    I believe that's the case, but

4   it's --

5         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  So is it your

6   testimony that you're not sure why Rock Island is

7   asking for both an order under 8-406 and an order

8   under 8-503?

9         A.    Well, the scope of my testimony was

10   to do the economic analysis if the line is built

11   and how it will impact the competitiveness of the

12   marketplace in Illinois, and that's what my

13   testimony is about.

14         Q.    Okay.  So just so we're clear, the

15   scope of your testimony only relates to the --

16   whether or not it will -- it will affect the

17   competitive market --

18         A.    That's correct.

19         Q.    -- and nothing else.  So in other

20   words, in understanding why an 8-503 order is

21   being sought by Rock Island, you don't really

22   know?

23         A.    I -- I -- I'm -- my analysis is being

24   done based on the fact that a line would exist,
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1   it would be full, and the power that's brought in

2   to PJM and Illinois and MISO will have an

3   economic impact.

4         Q.    Do you have any experience with

5   Section 8-503 as a former commissioner?

6         A.    Yes.

7         Q.    Isn't it true that, once an order

8   under Section 8-503 is entered, the entity would

9   have eminent domain authority at that point?

10               JUDGE JONES:  Could you read that

11   question back, please.

12                   (The requested portion was read

13                   back by the court reporter.)

14               MR. MACBRIDE:  I object to the

15   question as calling for a legal conclusion from

16   Dr. McDermott.

17               MR. BERNET:  If he knows.

18               JUDGE JONES:  Dr. McDermott has made

19   some references to 8-503 in his testimony.

20   Whether or to what extent he's opened the door

21   for this particular question is somewhat of a

22   close call.

23               If he understands the question and if

24   he can answer it, we'll ask him to answer it.  So
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1   the objection is overruled.

2         A.    It's my understanding that they have

3   not sought this, and so if a 503 were offered and

4   they wanted to then have eminent domain, that may

5   be one of the conditions that has to come back

6   before the Commission for approval because they

7   haven't asked for it.

8         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  No.  I understand

9   they haven't asked for it.

10               My question was, if they get an order

11   under Section 8-503, does that mean they then

12   have eminent domain authority based on your

13   experience?

14               MR. MACBRIDE:  I have the same

15   objection, Judge, and this is asked and answered.

16   I think the witness has expressed his

17   understanding related to the question.

18               MR. BERNET:  I disagree.  I don't

19   think he answered the question at all.  He

20   testified -- the way he answered the question, he

21   said they're not seeking eminent domain

22   authority.  That wasn't my question.

23               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, I believe he

24   answered the question consistent with your
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1   instructions.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Objection overruled.  I

3   think there's been a slight -- I think the

4   explanation as to why the question is still being

5   put before the witness is an acceptable

6   explanation.

7               If you understand the question and

8   have any further answer to it, please give it,

9   and if you do not, we'll move on.

10         A.    I do not.

11         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  In your experience

12   as a commissioner, when the ICC determines that a

13   public utility is entitled to eminent domain

14   authority under the Public Utilities Act for a

15   particular transmission line, that authority

16   extends to every parcel of property along the

17   entire route, doesn't it?

18         A.    I believe so.

19         Q.    So, in other words, if the applicant

20   shows that there's an impasse with one property

21   owner, the Commission gives them eminent domain

22   for the entire length of the line?

23         A.    I don't recall the legal status.  I

24   can't say yes or no to your question.
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1         Q.    Is it your understanding that Clean

2   Line or Rock Island is seeking to be deemed a

3   public utility in this case?

4         A.    Well, they're asking for a

5   Certificate of Convenience and Necessity.  I

6   don't think they're wanting to be a utility in

7   the traditional sense that you're talking about.

8         Q.    But don't they -- doesn't -- the

9   Section 8-406 only applies to public utilities,

10   doesn't it?

11         A.    And they're seeking authority to be

12   able to construct the line as a public utility,

13   yes.

14         Q.    In your experience as an ICC

15   commissioner, are you aware of any entity that

16   the Commission found to be a public utility that

17   didn't have a single customer?

18               JUDGE JONES:  Let me ask you:  You've

19   asked one form of that -- you use -- started off

20   a lot of questions with that -- with those words.

21   Are you asking him while he was a commissioner,

22   or are you asking him something else?

23               MR. BERNET:  No.  I'm asking him

24   based on his experience, which includes the time
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1   that he was a commissioner.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Well, then, if that's

3   what you're asking, then that's kind of -- I

4   think that's what we need.  If you're going to

5   have more of these questions along that line,

6   then that's how that needs to be posed if

7   you're --

8               MR. BERNET:  Okay.

9               JUDGE JONES:  -- if you're intending

10   to pick up both the period when he was a

11   commissioner and since.

12               MR. BERNET:  Thank you.

13         A.    Can you ask that again?

14         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  I can.  In your

15   experience as an ICC commissioner and subsequent

16   to that time, are you aware of any entity that

17   the Commission has found to be a public utility

18   that didn't have a single customer?

19         A.    No.  I can think of --

20               COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.  Could

21   you --

22         A.    I'm sorry.  No.

23               MR. BERNET:  Nothing further.

24               Thank you, Doctor.
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1         A.    You're welcome.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, Mr. Bernet.

3               I think a couple other parties have

4   some cross for the witness.

5               Mr. Davis, are you planning to go

6   next?  Mr. Shay?

7               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, yes.  This is

8   Bill Shay.  I was planning to go next.

9               Bear with me a moment, please.

10                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

11   QUESTIONS BY MR. SHAY:

12         Q.    Good morning, Dr. McDermott.

13         A.    Good morning.

14         Q.    My name is Bill Shay, and I'm an

15   attorney for the Illinois Landowners Alliance

16   intervenor in this proceeding.

17               I wanted to follow up on one question

18   that Mr. Bernet asked you early on in your cross,

19   and I believe it was in your rebuttal testimony,

20   at lines 203 through 205, where you refer to

21   "...a market-based transmission line must be the

22   least-cost approach or the line will not obtain

23   sufficient contracts to justify building it."

24               Do you recall that?
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1         A.    Yes, I do.

2         Q.    And there was some question and

3   answer about whether you were referring to "least

4   cost" in the sense of the way that is used in the

5   statute, 8-406 and 8-503, or in another way.

6   Recall that?

7         A.    Correct.

8         Q.    I'd just like to clarify what is --

9   what you did mean by that.  Were you using "least

10   cost" in that context in your testimony -- in

11   your rebuttal testimony to mean more of a

12   market-based least cost or economically speaking

13   rather than the statutory definition or statutory

14   meaning of it?

15         A.    Well, from an economic perspective,

16   it's my belief that, if this line is not a

17   least-cost line, then they will not be able to

18   entice suppliers to sign up and come on board

19   because there will be other cheaper alternatives.

20         Q.    And I think you testified in your

21   cross by Mr. Bernet that you did not analyze --

22               JUDGE JONES:  Let me -- I'm sorry to

23   interrupt you -- maybe clarify something up front

24   here.  We're getting cross on cross.  I realize
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1   there's always going to be some sequence of

2   cross-examination in these proceedings, but we

3   don't want to penalize whoever goes first on

4   cross by having people cross on cross.  Now,

5   sometimes they're on the same side and sometimes

6   they're not, but where the line gets drawn when

7   we have multiple parties cross-examining people

8   is really kind of a difficult question sometimes.

9               I think, at least on the front end,

10   the questions need to be the questions that you

11   were going to ask anyway on cross, and then if

12   there's some -- you think you should be given

13   some opportunity to do some cross on cross or you

14   were going to ask those same passages in any

15   event, then we'll permit it.  But just starting

16   right off with cross on cross, I think, is

17   probably not the best -- the best process to use

18   here.

19               So if that were -- if these were

20   passages of testimony that you were going to

21   ask -- going to cross about anyway and you think

22   the best way to do that is to refer to cross

23   that's already occurred, I have no problem with

24   that.  You can proceed on that basis.  I'll
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1   accept your representation, if that -- if that is

2   your representation that you were going to do

3   that, and we'll -- we'll go from there.

4               MR. SHAY:  Thank you, Your Honor.  I

5   understand.

6               I'll withdraw the question.  I think

7   it's been sufficiently covered.

8         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Dr. McDermott, you

9   stated in your testimony that your focus in

10   analyzing this project has to do more with the

11   effect on competition --

12         A.    That's --

13         Q.    -- more than the other standards that

14   might apply?

15         A.    Right.  As my testimony stated,

16   that's what I was looking at.

17         Q.    Would you say that, in order for

18   those competitive benefits that you've testified

19   about to come to fruition, that a prerequisite is

20   that the line is built in a reliable fashion;

21   that it interconnects -- from a physical and

22   electric engineering standpoint, technical

23   standpoint -- in a way that it works as the

24   developer's intending it to work?
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1         A.    My analysis assumes that the line

2   operates in an efficient fashion and that the

3   power that is delivered to the spot in the market

4   where they interconnect near Collins -- the old

5   Collins plant is -- is effective.  And so

6   I -- the power that's being delivered there is

7   the power.

8         Q.    Okay.  And as part of that underlying

9   assumption that you just stated, that presumes

10   that the regional transmission organizations

11   involved here, PJM and MISO, will have done their

12   jobs through their analysis and studies and that

13   those will have been completed satisfactorily;

14   correct?

15         A.    I've assumed that that will happen,

16   yes.

17         Q.    But those have not been completed

18   today as we sit here, have they?

19         A.    Again, for the purpose of my economic

20   analysis, you know, competition will decide

21   whether or not this plant gets put in place, but

22   that doesn't have any impact on the kind of

23   economic benefits that I'm measuring.

24         Q.    Okay.  But my question, sir, was have
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1   those studies by those two RTOs been completed?

2         A.    Not to my knowledge.  I mean, I know

3   the company is working with both entities.

4         Q.    Okay.  That's fine.  Thank you.

5               Is it also correct to say that

6   competition resulting from this project or the

7   improvement in the competitive market to which

8   you testified depends on, among other things, new

9   generation gets built in the resource area and

10   that those generators will want to use the

11   project to transport their power; that those

12   generators are willing to pay the amounts to Rock

13   Island that Rock Island wants for subscriptions

14   on the line; that those generators get all the

15   authorities -- government authorities and

16   authorizations and otherwise that they need to

17   develop their projects -- generation projects,

18   wind or otherwise, and to put them into

19   commercial operation; and that those generators

20   have customers willing to pay enough for the

21   power that is generated, including the

22   transportation costs through the project and

23   other costs, to cover those costs of those new

24   generators, including a reasonable rate of
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1   return?

2               Would you say that those are all

3   conditions in order to realize the kind of

4   competitive benefits to which you testified?

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, I think I would

6   object.  That question was too long and complex

7   to fairly expect the witness to recall all the

8   pieces to it and respond.

9               JUDGE JONES:  Dr. McDermott, was the

10   question too long for you to follow it and

11   comprehend it and respond to it?

12         A.    I think I have it.

13               I think all those things will

14   happen -- you know, when they happen, that will

15   result in the power flowing through into the PJM

16   grid near Morris, Illinois, yes.

17         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Okay.  "When they

18   happen."  You're assuming that they all will

19   happen and that they are -- do you agree that

20   they are -- are needed?  That all of those

21   conditions will have to happen?

22         A.    Whatever happens on the other end of

23   the line I'm presuming will happen.  The company

24   has every incentive to do that when it's granted
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1   the certificate.  Otherwise, the line won't be

2   finished, and that's the nature of competition.

3               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I'm not sure I

4   have an answer to my question.  I guess I would

5   ask you to direct the witness to provide an

6   answer.  He said he understood the question.

7               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  He understood the

9   original question.  I think the follow-up

10   question was equally convoluted.  I'm not sure

11   myself what the witness is being asked at this

12   point.

13         A.    And I'm getting confused but --

14               JUDGE JONES:  Hold on just a minute

15   here.

16               What is it you want to happen here,

17   Mr. Shay?

18               MR. SHAY:  The rather long question

19   that I asked that the witness said he understood,

20   I'm asking him to answer whether those multiple

21   conditions are all ones that must be met by the

22   company or otherwise in order for the competitive

23   benefits to result.

24               JUDGE JONES:  Do you understand that
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1   question, Dr. McDermott?

2         A.    Yes, sir.

3               And I thought I said "Yes."

4         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Thank you.

5               Dr. McDermott, does your analysis --

6   modeling and economic analysis of this project

7   assume, for the most part, rational behavior by

8   all parties involved?

9         A.    Yes.

10         Q.    Do you acknowledge that sometimes

11   projects, whether they're generation projects or

12   other similar projects, sometimes get financed

13   and built when they turn out to be ill-advised?

14         A.    Does that happen in the real world?

15         Q.    Yes.  That's the question.

16         A.    Yes.

17         Q.    Okay.  Regarding RECs, renewable --

18   is it renewable energy certificates?

19         A.    Right.  Credits.

20         Q.    Yeah.  You mention that in your

21   direct testimony at page 14 -- that subject.  Do

22   you recall that?

23         A.    I'm sorry.  Which page again?

24         Q.    Page 14.
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1         A.    Of the direct?

2         Q.    Of the direct.

3         A.    I'm there.  What line?

4         Q.    You mention it a couple places.  I'm

5   referring, I believe, to line -- the sentence

6   starting on line 295 --

7         A.    Okay.

8         Q.    -- and carrying on.

9               Is it your understanding that a

10   load-serving entity in Illinois that is subject

11   to RPS requirements may satisfy those

12   requirements by purchasing RECs either within the

13   state or from any adjoining state and beyond if

14   certain conditions are met such that the in-state

15   and adjoining-state RECs aren't available at

16   the -- at economical prices?

17         A.    That's my understanding.

18         Q.    And is also your understanding that

19   those load-serving entities may purchase those

20   RECs without any concern over the physical

21   delivery of the electricity?

22         A.    Correct.

23         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

24               I have no further questions.
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1               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you,

2   Mr. Shay.

3               Mr. Davis?

4               MR. DAVIS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

5                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

6   QUESTIONS BY MR. DAVIS:

7         Q.    My name is Chuck Davis.  I'm an

8   attorney for the Farm Bureau, Illinois Farm

9   Bureau.  Just a few questions.

10               To clarify a couple things in your

11   testimony from before, earlier you made the

12   statement that Rock Island is not a traditional

13   utility or a traditional public utility.  What do

14   you mean by that?

15         A.    Well, it's a merchant plant that's

16   offering to come into this marketplace to provide

17   the service that it's offering.  So it's not

18   asking for rate-based, rate-of-return regulation

19   as a traditional regulated utility would have

20   like Commonwealth Edison or Ameren of one of

21   those types of utilities.

22         Q.    And is it also not traditional in the

23   sense that the applicant has never built a

24   transmission line before?
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1         A.    Well, that's -- that's what the

2   competitive market is all about -- people coming

3   in and --

4         Q.    I think that's a yes-or-no answer.

5               JUDGE JONES:  Well, you need to let

6   the witness finish his question [sic], and then

7   if you need to strike it or make some request,

8   then we'll get to that.

9         A.    Can you reask the question?

10         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  Is it also not a

11   traditional public utility in the sense that the

12   applicant in this case has never built a

13   transmission line before?

14         A.    All of our original utilities were

15   that way when they started out.  They all started

16   as having nothing, and they became utilities.  So

17   this is not unusual in that sense.

18         Q.    You stated earlier that a Section 503

19   order is a prerequisite to getting eminent domain

20   power; is that correct?

21         A.    That was one of my statements.

22         Q.    So is it correct that, irrespective

23   of whether Rock Island is requesting eminent

24   domain in this proceeding, that a Section 503
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1   order would open the door for them to come back

2   and ask for eminent domain power later?

3         A.    I think they could come back and ask,

4   and the Commission will treat that at that time.

5         Q.    So the answer is "Yes"?

6         A.    "Yes."

7         Q.    In your testimony you do not contend

8   that the electricity market in Illinois is not

9   competitive or not sufficiently competitive;

10   correct?

11         A.    No.  I'm saying it is competitive,

12   but these additional supplies will only help

13   improve that.

14         Q.    And you don't -- you do not contend

15   in your testimony that the approval of the

16   project is required to make the electricity

17   market competitive in Illinois; correct?

18         A.    That's correct.

19         Q.    And according to your testimony,

20   isn't it true that the PJM market monitor

21   concluded that the energy and capacity markets in

22   PJM are competitive?

23         A.    That is correct.

24         Q.    And isn't it correct from your
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1   testimony that the most recent MISO market mon --

2   MISO market monitoring report found that energy

3   markets were competitive and market participant

4   behavior was broadly consistent with a workably

5   competitive market?

6         A.    Right.  When you say "workably

7   competitive," it's these types of other projects,

8   when they come in, that help maintain that kind

9   of competitiveness.

10         Q.    Okay.  So the answer to my question

11   was "Yes"?

12         A.    "Yes."

13               MR. DAVIS:  I have no further

14   questions at this time.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, Mr. Davis.

16               Mr. MacBride, is there redirect?

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Could we take a

18   short break for that?

19               JUDGE JONES:  How long do you

20   suggest?

21               MR. MACBRIDE:  Five minutes.

22               JUDGE JONES:  We hereby take a break

23   of five minutes.

24                   (Short recess.)
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

2               Mr. MacBride, do you have any

3   redirect for the witness?

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes, I do, Judge.

5   Thank you.

6                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION

7   QUESTIONS BY MR. MACBRIDE:

8         Q.    Dr. McDermott, your direct testimony

9   was intended to explain how, in your view,

10   certain requirements of Sections 8-406 and 8-503

11   of the Public Utilities Act were satisfied by

12   Rock Island's request in this case; is that

13   correct?

14         A.    That's correct.

15         Q.    And, in contrast, your rebuttal

16   testimony was intended specifically to respond to

17   the analysis that Mr. Zuraski of the Staff and

18   Mr. Naumann on behalf of ComEd had presented in

19   response to the application; correct?

20         A.    That's correct.

21         Q.    I believe you testified that you only

22   evaluated the Rock Island project and did not

23   evaluate the Rock Island project in comparison to

24   any other line; correct?
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1         A.    That's correct.

2         Q.    Can you tell us why you did not

3   compare the Rock Island line to any other line?

4         A.    Well, it wasn't necessary for us to

5   establish the benefits that would come to

6   competition as a result of the line.

7         Q.    But why isn't it necessary to compare

8   it to some alternative line?

9         A.    Well, this line in itself will -- you

10   know, is what's bringing the benefits in the

11   comparison.

12         Q.    Does the fact that Rock Island has

13   not identified any specific generators that will

14   be connected to the western end of the project

15   have any impact on the analysis you've presented

16   in this case?

17         A.    No.

18         Q.    Does the fact that Rock Island has

19   not identified any specific customer who has

20   signed up to use the line at this point have any

21   effect on your analysis?

22         A.    No.

23         Q.    Does the fact that Rock Island must

24   allow any eligible customer to use the line who
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1   requests have an effect on your analysis?

2         A.    No.

3         Q.    And considering the last three

4   questions I asked you and your responses, can you

5   explain why these factors have no effect on your

6   analysis?

7         A.    Well, with regard to the last one, I

8   mean, if a different type of resource did

9   connect, as I think I stated in one of my

10   answers, it would just result in an diminution

11   but not an elimination of the benefits.

12         Q.    How about the fact that no specific

13   customers have been identified?

14         A.    And the fact that no -- I mean, the

15   assumptions in my model is that the line are

16   fully utilized.

17         Q.    Does the fact that you can't recall a

18   situation in which the Commission has granted a

19   certificate to a utility that did not yet have a

20   single customer have any impact on your analysis?

21         A.    No.  No, sir.

22         Q.    I mean, in light of that -- at least

23   at this point -- apparent historical fact, why is

24   your analysis appropriate?
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1         A.    Well, again, there's a proposed line

2   that will bring in power to the Illinois electric

3   market -- wholesale market and affect the

4   competition and the competitiveness of that

5   market, which is what my testimony is about.

6         Q.    All right.  You're analyzing whether

7   this proposal will -- if completed, will promote

8   the development of an effectively competitive

9   market; is that correct?

10         A.    That's correct.

11         Q.    As part of your engagement, did Rock

12   Island ask you to analyze the resource area?

13         A.    No.

14         Q.    Were you asked to analyze the methods

15   of interconnection that wind generators would use

16   to interconnect to the western end of the Rock

17   Island project?

18         A.    No.

19         Q.    I believe in one of your answers on

20   cross you made a reference to the need for

21   technology, the need for certain technology to

22   interconnect.  Can you clarify what you were

23   saying?

24         A.    I -- I -- when I was asked about how
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1   far that zone might be, I -- I -- my response

2   about technology was I'm unaware of the different

3   technologies that might be used, but I'm sure

4   they're going to use the most cost-effective

5   technologies to hook up as many customers as

6   possible.

7         Q.    So just to clarify, were you

8   suggesting that there is some as-yet unknown or

9   uninvented technology that needs to be developed

10   in order for generators to interconnect to the

11   Rock Island line?

12         A.    No, sir.

13         Q.    Dr. McDermott, is it your

14   understanding that, if Rock Island received a

15   Section 8-503 order in this case, that, if Rock

16   Island wished to use eminent domain to acquire

17   easements for the transmission line, it would

18   need to come before the Commission in a new and

19   separate proceeding in the future to request that

20   authority?

21         A.    That's my understanding.

22         Q.    Is it your understanding that in such

23   a proceeding Rock Island could request eminent

24   domain authority only for specific identified
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1   parcels?

2         A.    I think you could limit yourself, and

3   the Commission could approve that limitation.

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  Thank you.  That's all

5   the redirect we have for Dr. McDermott.

6               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you,

7   Mr. MacBride.

8               Is there recross?  Mr. Bernet?

9               MR. BERNET:  Just a couple questions,

10   Your Honor.

11                   RECROSS EXAMINATION

12   QUESTIONS BY MR. BERNET:

13         Q.    Dr. McDermott, you mentioned that

14   this is a merchant transmission organization that

15   you're testifying on behalf of; right?

16         A.    That's correct.

17         Q.    And even though it's a merchant

18   transmission organization, it still must comply

19   with all of the requirements applicable to a

20   public utility under the Public Utilities Act;

21   right?

22         A.    In requesting that authority, the

23   public utility --

24               COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry?
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1         A.    In requesting the certificate, it

2   would have to comply.

3         Q.    (By Mr. Bernet)  And Mr. MacBride

4   just asked you some questions about the separate

5   proceeding that would have to take place in order

6   to give -- for the Commission to give Rock Island

7   eminent domain authority.  Tell us what would

8   happen at that proceeding.

9         A.    Well, I feel like I'm going to

10   speculate, but if the company felt that it needed

11   eminent domain authority to complete the line,

12   what it would do is petition the Commission and

13   point out where those problems are, what parcels

14   and things of that nature may be the impediment,

15   and that they would limit their seeking of

16   eminent domain for those or, you know -- I don't

17   know what -- how to describe that because I don't

18   know -- everything may be fine and so they

19   wouldn't come back, but I'm asked to speculate.

20         Q.    No.  I guess what I'm -- they

21   wouldn't have to make a new showing that the line

22   was promoting the competitive market, would they?

23         A.    I don't think so.

24         Q.    All they'd have to show is that
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1   there's an impasse with a landowner that refuses

2   to sell their property or give them an easement;

3   right?  That they have an impasse?

4         A.    I believe so.

5               MR. BERNET:  Nothing further.

6               JUDGE JONES:  Is there any other

7   recross?

8               MR. SHAY:  I have none.

9               MR. DAVIS:  No, Your Honor.

10               JUDGE JONES:  Is there any

11   re-redirect?

12               MR. MACBRIDE:  No, sir.

13               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  That

14   concludes the examination and cross-examination

15   of Dr. McDermott.  Thank you, sir.

16               DR. MCDERMOTT:  Thank you, sir.

17   Always a pleasure.

18               JUDGE JONES:  Off the record

19   regarding what we'll call scheduling.

20                   (Discussion off the record.)

21               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

22               There was an off-the-record

23   discussion for the purposes indicated.  It

24   appears that what will happen next then is the
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1   next witness will be called, and we'll go from

2   there.

3               You have your next witness to call?

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Our next witness

5   is Michael Skelly.

6               JUDGE JONES:  Sir, please remain

7   standing, and I will swear you in.

8                   (Mr. Skelly was duly sworn.)

9               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Please be

10   seated.  Okay.

11                    MICHAEL SKELLY,

12   of lawful age, having been produced, sworn, and

13   examined on behalf of the Petitioner, testified

14   as follows:

15                  DIRECT EXAMINATION

16   QUESTIONS BY MR. MACBRIDE:

17         Q.    Please state your name and business

18   address for the record.

19         A.    Michael Skelly, 1001 McKinney, Suite

20   700, Houston, Texas 77002.

21         Q.    Mr. Skelly, who is your employer, and

22   what is your present position?

23         A.    My employer is Clean Line Energy, and

24   I am president, chairman, and CEO.
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1         Q.    You also have a position with Rock

2   Island Clean Line LLC, the applicant in this

3   case?

4         A.    I'm president of Rock Island LLC.

5         Q.    Have you prepared certain testimony

6   and exhibits that you wish to offer in this

7   proceeding?

8         A.    Yes.

9         Q.    And is it your understanding that

10   your exhibits have previously been prefiled on

11   the Commission's e-Docket system?

12         A.    Yes.

13         Q.    Do you have before you a document

14   that is titled Direct Testimony of Michael Skelly

15   on Behalf of Rock Island Clean Line LLC which is

16   identified as Rock Island Exhibit 1.0?

17         A.    Yes.

18         Q.    Does that exhibit consist of a cover

19   page, followed by a table of contents and 40

20   pages of written questions and answers?

21         A.    Yes.

22         Q.    Is Rock Island Exhibit 1.0 the

23   prepared direct testimony you wish to offer in

24   this case?
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1         A.    Yes.

2         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

3   changes to make to Rock Island Exhibit 1.0?

4         A.    No.

5         Q.    If I were to ask you the questions

6   shown on Rock Island Exhibit 1.0 at this hearing

7   today, would your answers be the same?

8         A.    Yes.

9         Q.    You also have before you documents

10   that have been marked for identification as Rock

11   Island Exhibits 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3?

12         A.    Yep.

13         Q.    Are these the exhibits to your direct

14   testimony?

15         A.    Yes, they are.

16         Q.    Were they prepared under your

17   supervision and direction?

18         A.    Yes.

19         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

20   changes to make to any of Rock Island Exhibits

21   1.1, 1.2, and 1.3?

22         A.    No.

23         Q.    Are these exhibits further identified

24   and described in your prepared direct testimony?
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1         A.    They are.

2         Q.    And is the contents of the -- of

3   these exhibits true and accurate to the best of

4   your knowledge and belief?

5         A.    Yes.

6         Q.    You also have before you a document

7   that is titled Rebuttal Testimony of Michael

8   Skelly on Behalf of Rock Island Clean Line LLC

9   that is identified as Rock Island Exhibit 1.4?

10         A.    Yes.

11         Q.    Rock Island Exhibit 1.4 consists of a

12   cover page and table of contents, followed by 21

13   pages of questions and answers; is that correct?

14         A.    Yes.

15         Q.    And is Rock Island Exhibit 1.4 the

16   rebuttal testimony you wish to offer in this

17   case?

18         A.    Yes.

19         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

20   changes to make to that exhibit?  Do you have any

21   corrections or changes to --

22         A.    No.

23         Q.    -- make to Exhibit 1.4?

24               If I were to ask you at this hearing
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1   the questions shown on Rock Island Exhibit 1.4,

2   would your answers be the same?

3         A.    Yes.

4         Q.    Do you also have before you documents

5   that have been marked for identification as Rock

6   Island Exhibits 1.5 and 1.6?

7         A.    I do.

8         Q.    Are these the exhibits to your

9   rebuttal testimony?

10         A.    They are.

11         Q.    Were they prepared under your

12   supervision and direction?

13         A.    They were.

14         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

15   changes to make to either of those two exhibits?

16         A.    I do not.

17         Q.    Are those exhibits further identified

18   and described in your prepared rebuttal

19   testimony?

20         A.    They are.

21         Q.    And is the content of those exhibits

22   true and accurate to the best of your knowledge?

23         A.    Yes.

24         Q.    And do you have also before you a
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1   document that is titled Surrebuttal Testimony of

2   Michael Skelly on Behalf of Rock Island Clean

3   Line LLC?

4         A.    I do.

5         Q.    And that's identified as Rock Island

6   Exhibit 1.7?

7         A.    Correct.

8         Q.    And that consists of a cover page and

9   table of contents, followed by 12 pages of

10   questions and answers; correct?

11         A.    Correct.

12         Q.    Is Rock Island Exhibit 1.7 the

13   surrebuttal testimony you wish to offer?

14         A.    It is.

15         Q.    Do you have any changes or

16   corrections to Rock Island Exhibit 1.7?

17         A.    No.

18         Q.    If I were to ask you the questions

19   shown on Exhibit 1.7 at this hearing today, would

20   your answers be the same?

21         A.    They would.

22         Q.    And, finally, do you have before you

23   documents that have been marked for

24   identification as Rock Island Exhibits 1.8
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1   through 1.9?

2         A.    I do.

3         Q.    Are these the exhibits to your

4   surrebuttal testimony?

5         A.    They are.

6         Q.    Were they prepared under your

7   supervision and direction?

8         A.    They were.

9         Q.    Do you have any corrections or

10   changes to either of these two exhibits?

11         A.    I do not.

12         Q.    And are they further identified and

13   described in your prepared surrebuttal testimony?

14         A.    They are.

15         Q.    All right.  And is the contents of

16   Exhibits 1.8 through 1.9 true and correct to the

17   best of your knowledge?

18         A.    Yes.

19               MR. MACBRIDE:  We offer the exhibits

20   identified by Mr. Skelly into evidence and offer

21   him for cross-examination.

22               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

23               Any response?

24               MR. FOSCO:  Yes, Your Honor.  Carmen
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1   Fosco on behalf of ComEd.

2               Perhaps a clarification or perhaps an

3   objection.  Mr. Skelly's direct testimony has

4   numerous references to third-party reports and

5   documents.  For instance, starting on line 495,

6   there's a whole series of questions and answers.

7   We would not object to those if those are being

8   admitted as documents that he relies upon as an

9   expert to reach his opinions in his testimony,

10   but if they're being offered for the truth of the

11   matters stated, we object as they're improper

12   hearsay.  So if they would be admitted as

13   relied-upon documents as an expert, we wouldn't

14   object on that basis.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

16               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Just to clarify

17   the -- Mr. Fosco's referring to various documents

18   cited in Mr. Skelly's direct testimony.  Those

19   documents -- those citations are not being

20   offered into evidence, and the fact that

21   Mr. Skelly has cited and provided a reference

22   does not make them part of the record nor was it

23   intended to make them part of the record.

24               Just to give an example, where
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1   Mr. Skelly cites a study and gives a reference

2   and a website, we would agree that the contents

3   of that study cannot be, for example, cited as

4   part of the evidence in the record.

5               So as I believe was indicated in the

6   testimony, these citations were provided

7   primarily to -- for the convenience of the

8   parties to provide the references readily

9   available to -- to the sources that Mr. Skelly

10   relied on.

11               I would also acknowledge or accept

12   Mr. Fosco's statement that the purpose of these

13   references was to show the information that

14   Mr. Skelly relied on in developing his testimony

15   and, more particularly, in many cases the

16   information that Mr. Skelly and his company

17   relied on in developing their proposal in this

18   case and deciding to propose to develop this

19   transmission line and present it to the

20   Commission for consideration.

21               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

22               Mr. Fosco, does that satisfy your

23   concern?

24               MR. FOSCO:  I believe I heard
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1   agreement that they're being admit -- I mean,

2   there are still quotes of some of the material

3   and characterizations, but if we have an

4   understanding that they're being introduced as

5   documents that Mr. Skelly relied upon in reaching

6   his opinions and positions --

7               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.

8               MR. FOSCO:  -- and not for the

9   underlying truths, then we're -- that's

10   acceptable, Your Honor.

11               JUDGE JONES:  Anything further?

12               Thank you.  Any other response to the

13   motion to admit those exhibits?

14               MR. SHAY:  Yeah, Your Honor.  Bill

15   Shay for the ILA.

16               There's one exhibit attached to

17   Mr. Skelly's direct testimony marked Confidential

18   1.1.  Give you a moment to get to that.

19               JUDGE JONES:  You can go ahead with

20   your --

21               MR. MACBRIDE:  1.1?  No.

22               MR. SHAY:  Rock Island Exhibit 1.1.

23               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  I'm sorry.

24               The copy I have is not -- no.  I
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1   believe in the original filing that document was

2   incorrectly marked as confidential, and I believe

3   at one of the prehearing conferences we indicated

4   to the parties that it was not intended to be

5   confidential.  If there's a need to refile that

6   with the -- I'll have to check on e-Docket.  If

7   the copy on e-Docket says confidential, we can

8   refile that with the confidential stamp removed,

9   but it's not the intention that that Exhibit 1.1

10   is confidential.

11               MR. SHAY:  Okay.  Then I -- since we

12   can talk about it, I don't see National Grid on

13   here, and I'm wondering if this is accurate in

14   its -- still accurate in the form it was

15   submitted?

16               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, it's accurate as

17   of the date it was filed.  I mean, you're

18   correct.  There's other investors that aren't

19   shown here.  I mean, I think you're free to ask

20   Mr. Skelly about that.

21               MR. SHAY:  All right.

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  I think we made that

23   clear in the record -- that that's -- National

24   Grid is now an investor in Clean Line Energy
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1   Partners.

2               MR. SHAY:  Okay.  We'll just handle

3   it that way.  That's fine.

4               JUDGE JONES:  Any other responses?

5               All right.  Let the record show no

6   response.

7               Record also show that the exhibits

8   that were offered into the evidentiary record are

9   admitted into the evidentiary record with a

10   couple of notations.  More specifically, those

11   exhibits are 1.0, filed on October 10, 2012; 1.1,

12   filed on the same date; and 1.2 also filed on

13   that date.  Also admitted is 1.3, filed on

14   October 10, 2012; 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 are admitted

15   as filed on e-Docket on August 20, 2013; and

16   Exhibits 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 are admitted into the

17   record -- evidentiary record as filed on e-Docket

18   on November 14, 2013.

19               The admission of the exhibits is

20   subject to the understanding reached between

21   counsel for Commonwealth Edison Company and Rock

22   Island Clean Line as sought by Mr. Fosco.

23               With respect to 1.1, if it is still

24   marked as a confidential exhibit on e-Docket,
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1   then leave is given to refile that one to delete

2   the reference to it being confidential or its

3   being confidential.  That can be -- if that's the

4   case, that can be refiled as 1.1 R, and 14 days

5   is given for that purpose.

6               So let me make sure that captures

7   what was contemplated there.  Are there any --

8   any further points of clarification with regard

9   to the admission of those various exhibits?

10               Let the record show there are not.

11               I think the plan was then to proceed

12   with cross-examination by those counsel that had

13   less cross-examination than does counsel for

14   ComEd.  So that would be counsel for ILA and IAA.

15   So who would like to proceed with that?

16   Mr. Shay?

17               MR. SHAY:  Yes.  Thank you, Your

18   Honor.  I will.

19               If I may, though, I'd ask that we go

20   off the record for a moment so I can confer with

21   Mr. McDermott on an item related to Mr. Skelly's

22   testimony.

23               JUDGE JONES:  We hereby go off the

24   record for that purpose.
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1                   (Discussion off the record.)

2               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

3               Let the record show there was an

4   off-the-record discussion for the purposes

5   indicated.

6                    CROSS-EXAMINATION

7   QUESTIONS BY MR. SHAY:

8         Q.    Mr. Skelly, good morning.

9         A.    Good morning.

10         Q.    I wanted to ask you a few questions

11   first about your organizational structure.

12         A.    Okay.

13         Q.    If I can find that exhibit.  I'll

14   refer you to Exhibit 1.1 attached to your direct

15   testimony.  Do you have that?

16         A.    I do.

17         Q.    Okay.  You said in your prepared

18   testimony and I think also orally here on direct

19   this morning that you are the chairman,

20   president, and CEO of Clean Line Energy; correct?

21         A.    Correct.

22         Q.    Would that be, referring to this

23   chart, Clean Line Energy Partners LLC?

24         A.    Correct.
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1         Q.    Do you hold any positions with any of

2   the organizations above the box in this exhibit

3   labeled Clean Line Energy Partners LLC?

4         A.    I believe that I am the president of

5   one of those two, but I'm not sure which one.

6         Q.    Would that be -- "those two" being

7   Clean Line Investment --

8         A.    Yes.

9         Q.    -- and Clean Line Investor?

10         A.    Correct.

11         Q.    You've testified that other

12   organizations, namely Z-A-M or ZAM Ventures and

13   ZBI Ventures and Ziff Brothers Investments, are

14   investors or involved in the line of investment

15   in Clean Line Energy Partners; is that correct?

16         A.    Correct.

17         Q.    Could you please clarify how those

18   three organizations fit within the organizational

19   chart?  Where they would be positioned?

20         A.    They would be above Clean Line Energy

21   Partners.

22         Q.    Okay.  Would they be above any of the

23   other entities shown that are above Clean Line

24   Energy Partners?  Trying to -- their names aren't
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1   on here; correct?

2         A.    Right.

3         Q.    So where are they in the organization

4   chart?

5         A.    Am I allowed to ask the general

6   counsel which -- which of the two vehicles the

7   investors invested through?

8               JUDGE JONES:  Just a minute.  Do

9   you -- Mr. MacBride and Mr. Shay, do you --

10               MR. SHAY:  I have no objection.

11               JUDGE JONES:  Pardon me?

12               MR. SHAY:  I have no objection to his

13   general counsel helping him with the answer to

14   that question.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Do you want that to be

16   some type of consultation off the record, or how

17   do you want to handle that?  I'm just trying to

18   figure out.  Or do you just want counsel to step

19   in and just indicate that?

20                   (Discussion between Mr.

21                   Kottler and the witness.)

22         A.    So as was pointed out, this is a

23   document that was in the original filing, and

24   National Grid has since invested.  So they have
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1   invested through a different vehicle.  As I

2   mentioned, it's above Clean Line Energy Partners.

3         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Okay.  So they --

4   would National Grid -- and I believe National

5   Grid, if I recall correctly from your testimony,

6   has invested through another entity, and they --

7         A.    Yeah.  Called Grid America, yeah.

8         Q.    Grid America.  Okay.  And they would

9   be on the same line then as these other three

10   organizations in the chart?

11         A.    Yes.  That's correct.

12         Q.    Same level?  Okay.

13         A.    Yeah.

14         Q.    What's the percentage ownership that

15   National Grid has?

16         A.    It's in the range of 40 percent.

17         Q.    Okay.  I guess I would ask -- and you

18   can do it maybe after lunch if it's more

19   convenient -- to clarify exactly how these other

20   three organizations that I mentioned -- ZAM, ZBI,

21   and Ziff Brothers -- how they relate to the other

22   entities in the top line of this chart so we can

23   understand.

24         A.    Yeah.  I'd be happy to do that, and
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1   as was previously indicated, we are going to

2   submit an updated document, an updated chart like

3   this.

4         Q.    When could we expect that to be

5   submitted?

6               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, the Judge

7   granted us permission to refile Exhibit 1.1 with

8   the confidential stamp removed.

9               I think this is a separate question.

10   We'd be willing to file a revised version of

11   Exhibit 1.1 that shows all the current investors

12   additionally on this chart, if that's Mr. Shay's

13   request and the Judge agrees with that.

14               JUDGE JONES:  I have no problem with

15   it if there's agreement on it.

16               MR. FOSCO:  I do have a question

17   then.  Would that be consistent with some of the

18   other DR response -- I mean, other -- we've seen

19   some DR responses indicating other investors as

20   of October something.  Is that -- I just don't

21   want to be surprised.

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, there's

23   currently no other investors besides the National

24   Grid organization; the ZAM Ventures, slash, ZBI;
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1   and the ones that are already shown here.

2               MR. FOSCO:  Okay.

3               MR. MACBRIDE:  So there won't be any

4   new investors you haven't heard of.

5               MR. FOSCO:  Okay.  With that, no

6   objection.

7               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Shay, did you --

8   I guess what was being discussed was whether

9   that -- there would be a chart reflecting those

10   updates and whether there was agreement on that.

11   Do you have any comment on that?

12               MR. SHAY:  I have no objection

13   subject to understanding exactly what's going to

14   be submitted so that, if there are any other

15   questions that come up because something on the

16   chart is a surprise, then we'd no longer have

17   Mr. Skelly here to ask questions about it.  So I

18   guess I'd just like to make sure that it's clear

19   what is going to be submitted so that we can ask

20   questions about it as if it was here now in front

21   of us.

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  Okay.  Well, I think

23   we're going to try and file an exhibit that's

24   responsive to what you asked for.  So it will
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1   depict the position of National Grid or Grid USA

2   and the ZAM Ventures organization on the existing

3   exhibit that you have before you.  That was my

4   understanding of what you were asking to be put

5   on the chart.

6               MR. SHAY:  All right.  There is one

7   other point about 1.1 that -- bear with me a

8   moment, please.

9         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Your other project,

10   Mr. Skelly -- Clean Line Energy Partners owns

11   interest in the four projects shown on 1.1 --

12         A.    Correct.

13         Q.    -- but isn't there also another

14   project --

15         A.    Yes.

16         Q.    -- more recently that should be on

17   here?

18         A.    Yeah.  As you'll note, this was

19   submitted in October of 2012, and since then we

20   have undertaken another project called Western

21   Spirit.

22         Q.    Okay.  Is that also an LLC that would

23   be appropriately shown at the same level in this

24   chart as the other four project LLCs directly
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1   under Clean Line Energy Partners?

2         A.    Yeah.  If one were to update this

3   chart, it would be reflected in that update.

4         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

5               I'd like to ask you a few questions

6   about those projects.  I think we all know quite

7   a bit about the Rock Island project.  Would one

8   of the other projects under Clean Line Energy

9   Partners be the Grain Belt Express?

10         A.    Correct.

11         Q.    Is it correct that that is

12   approximately a 750-mile transmission line

13   project, HVDC technology, that would run from

14   Kansas through Missouri and Illinois and into

15   Indiana?

16         A.    Well, the converter station would be

17   in Illinois -- the easterly converter station.

18   There would also be a midpoint converter in

19   Missouri, and then there would be an AC

20   connection over to Indiana.

21         Q.    Okay.  Is that project in the range

22   of $2 billion?

23         A.    It's in that range, correct.

24         Q.    Is construction of that project
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1   scheduled for a time period 2016 to 2018?

2         A.    So with all of our projects, we're

3   proceeding as quickly as we can, and we update

4   projected construction dates as we go, but as I

5   think we all know, we go through various

6   regulatory processes along the way, and the

7   timing of those processes can affect construction

8   dates.  But that is -- it is correct that we

9   would hope to begin construction as early as

10   2016.

11         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

12               The other -- one of the other

13   projects is called Plains & Eastern; correct?

14         A.    That's correct.

15         Q.    Is it true that that's an

16   approximately 700-mile HVDC project that would

17   run from Oklahoma through Arkansas and into

18   Tennessee?

19         A.    That's correct.  Yes.

20         Q.    Is that also in the neighborhood of a

21   $2 billion project?

22         A.    It is, yes.

23         Q.    At this present time are you

24   projecting construction of that project to occur
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1   somewhere in the 2015 to 2017 window?

2         A.    I don't think it will be 2015.  I

3   think 2016 and with an online date at the end of

4   2018.  And, again, these projects go through

5   complex regulatory and permitting processes, and

6   they're sometimes of unknown duration.  So we

7   continually think about when's the earliest we

8   might get a project ready to get into

9   construction.

10         Q.    I understand.  Thank you.

11               The next project, Centennial West

12   project.  Is that one?

13         A.    Yes.

14         Q.    Now, is that one located further west

15   out in New Mexico, then proceeding into Arizona,

16   then California?

17         A.    That's correct.

18         Q.    And is that project approximately 900

19   miles long and about $2.5 billion in cost?

20         A.    That's correct.

21         Q.    What's your projected construction

22   date for that?

23         A.    Probably 2019, 2020.

24         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.
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1               And you mentioned earlier you've --

2   since you filed your direct testimony in this

3   proceeding that Clean Line has acquired another

4   project that you've named the Western Spirit

5   project?

6         A.    Correct.

7         Q.    Is it correct that that is not a DC

8   project but instead an alternating current

9   project?

10         A.    Yes.  So that project is -- it's the

11   same goal as our other projects, which is to get

12   wind energy to market, but it is an AC project.

13         Q.    Okay.  Is that about 200 miles?

14         A.    Approximately.

15         Q.    And would that run from somewhere in

16   east-central New Mexico to the Four Corners area

17   defined as the intersection of the states of

18   Utah, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico?

19         A.    No, it doesn't go as far as Four

20   Corners.  It goes to a substation northwest of

21   Albuquerque called Rio Puerco.

22         Q.    Okay.  And where does it -- where

23   does it start?

24         A.    It starts in east-central New Mexico.
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1         Q.    Okay.  What is the projected cost of

2   that project?

3         A.    Between 350- and $400 million.

4         Q.    Okay.  Where does the $2 billion --

5   where does that number come from that's on your

6   website describing that project?

7         A.    Describing Western Spirit?

8         Q.    Yes.

9         A.    If that's what it says on the

10   website, it's not accurate, but I don't think

11   that's what it says on the website.

12         Q.    I'm sorry.  You said the cost was

13   what?  300 --

14         A.    350- to 400-.

15         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

16               As you sit here today, do you expect

17   all those projects to go forward?

18         A.    I do, yes.  I think that what we're

19   doing is -- the country is moving in this

20   direction toward a cleaner energy mix, and that

21   necessitates the construction of a number of

22   transmission lines, and when -- as we pointed out

23   with some of the studies that are included here,

24   when you look at the grid and you solve for the
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1   most effective way to get renewable energy to

2   market, the answer is projects that look an awful

3   lot like ours.

4         Q.    Okay.  Well, that goes far beyond the

5   answer -- the question I asked, but thank you for

6   that.

7               Are each of these projects that we've

8   just discussed -- each of the five -- are they

9   all housed in their own separate LLC?

10         A.    Yeah.  It's traditional -- it's a

11   very normal practice in the electric power

12   industry to have project companies for specific

13   assets.

14               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I guess I'm

15   going to lodge an objection here and ask you to

16   admonish the witness not to give reasons why he's

17   answering my question the way he is, just confine

18   his answer to the question.

19               JUDGE JONES:  Are you moving to

20   strike a portion of that answer or -- I'll deal

21   with motions as they come, but --

22               MR. SHAY:  No.  I guess --

23               JUDGE JONES:  -- I usually hold off

24   on admonishing witnesses as a last resort.
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1               MR. SHAY:  Okay.  I'm not going to

2   move to strike anything so far.  Just going

3   forward, I guess I would like that to be known --

4   that I guess I will object if it keeps happening.

5         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Okay.  So with each of

6   these projects, Mr. Skelly, in its own LLC, is it

7   true that the assets of any one LLC are

8   accessible only by creditors of that LLC?

9         A.    Could you repeat the question?

10         Q.    Yes.  Are the assets of any one LLC

11   accessible only by the creditors of that LLC?

12   And to clarify that further, those assets would

13   not accessible by creditors of any of your other

14   LLCs.  Is that true?

15         A.    Yeah.  We don't have creditors.

16         Q.    When you do have creditors.

17         A.    It would depend on the arrangements

18   of the loan.  Sometimes there are cross-default

19   provisions between companies, and sometimes there

20   are not.  Sometimes there are loans that have a

21   backstop from parent companies.  It just depends

22   on the financing arrangements.

23         Q.    Okay.  I understand that.

24               How about just for vendors/suppliers
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1   to the LLC, whether it's equipment or contract --

2   contractor services?  Would it be true that those

3   contractors and those suppliers could only look

4   to the assets of that LLC for payment unless

5   there was some special arrangement made

6   otherwise?

7         A.    Not necessarily.

8         Q.    Why not?

9         A.    Why not what?

10         Q.    Why not necessarily?  What -- what

11   circumstances --

12         A.    Yeah, could you just --

13         Q.    Why isn't the answer to that question

14   "Yes"?

15         A.    If you could just formulate a full

16   question on that topic, I'll be happy to try to

17   answer it.  Or repeat the question.  What exactly

18   is the question?

19         Q.    Okay.  You talked about lenders and

20   possible cross-collateralization and so forth.  I

21   understand that.  But I'm asking you now about

22   other creditors, and I'm thinking more of trade

23   creditors like equipment suppliers and service

24   suppliers and so forth.  Engineering.
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1               Is it true that those kinds of

2   suppliers to a specific LLC for that project

3   would have the right only to look to the assets

4   of that LLC for satisfaction of their

5   obligations?

6         A.    No.

7         Q.    Okay.  Why not?

8         A.    Well, I think yours is a legal

9   question, and it's going to depend on how the

10   debt that you're referring to was incurred; so --

11   and I could speculate on all kinds of different

12   ways that it might be incurred.  But it does not

13   necessarily hold that, if one LLC owes a vendor

14   money, that that vendor has no other recourse.

15         Q.    Okay.  Under what circumstance would

16   you say that that vendor would have other

17   recourse other than the assets of the LLC under

18   whom the contract is with?

19         A.    Again, it would depend on the

20   agreement, and it would depend on how the

21   obligation was incurred.  I'm not a bankruptcy

22   lawyer, but you would probably -- that's where

23   these sorts of things get sorted out in terms of

24   who owes what when.
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1         Q.    Okay.  Let's try to get at it this

2   way:  You and some of your other witnesses have

3   testified about arrangements you have in place at

4   Rock Island with certain vendors like KPC and

5   others; correct?

6         A.    Correct.  Yeah.

7         Q.    Okay.  Do any of the agreements with

8   any of those vendors, suppliers, and contractors

9   at Rock Island -- do any of those contracts allow

10   those vendors to seek collection for payments

11   owed to them from any person or party other than

12   Rock Island Clean Line?

13         A.    I -- I am not familiar with the exact

14   legal language with every single one of our

15   vendors; so I cannot answer that question.

16         Q.    Okay.  What would it take within your

17   organizational structure if -- in order for Rock

18   Island Clean Line to be sold to a third party?

19         A.    I believe that -- well, I'm certain

20   that a decision like that would require agreement

21   of the shareholders.

22         Q.    Of whose shareholders?

23         A.    I'm sorry?

24         Q.    Whose shareholders?
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1         A.    Of Clean Line Energy's -- well,

2   Rock -- of Clean Line Energy's shareholders.

3         Q.    When you say "shareholders," do you

4   mean members?

5         A.    Yes.  Right.

6         Q.    Okay.  So you're saying those members

7   could decide to undertake such a transaction if

8   they so desired?

9         A.    Yes, they could.  Yeah.

10         Q.    Okay.  One of those shareholders

11   being National Grid or its special subsidiary

12   that is invested?

13         A.    Yes.

14         Q.    That --

15         A.    National Grid is one of those

16   aforementioned shareholders.

17         Q.    What's National Grid's role in your

18   organizational structure besides being a partial

19   owner --

20         A.    So they --

21         Q.    -- in Clean Line?

22         A.    With respect to the Clean -- Clean

23   Line Energy's structure?

24         Q.    Yes.  Yes.
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1         A.    They have two members on the board of

2   directors and -- two out of five.  One of them is

3   with us here today, Mr. Wynter.

4         Q.    Okay.  Are you familiar with the

5   terms and conditions of National Grid's

6   investment in Clean Line and its relationship

7   with Clean Line?

8         A.    I am quite familiar.  It's a complex

9   document with a lot of moving pieces and -- but,

10   yes, I'm generally familiar.

11         Q.    You said earlier, I believe, that

12   National Grid has a -- in the neighborhood of a

13   40 percent -- or 40 percent range, I think were

14   your words, ownership interest in Clean Line?

15         A.    Correct.

16         Q.    Does National Grid have any

17   preferential rights such as an option or right of

18   first refusal to increase its investment in Clean

19   Line?

20         A.    They do.

21         Q.    Could you explain what those rights

22   are?

23         A.    Well, National Grid is an investor in

24   the company, as you know, and as our projects
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1   progress, they would like the opportunity to

2   continue to invest.  So they have rights to

3   invest and ultimately own projects that we

4   develop.

5         Q.    Including Rock Island?

6         A.    Including Rock Island.

7         Q.    When you say "own," do you mean a

8   hundred percent ownership?

9         A.    I do.

10         Q.    So that would include taking out the

11   other existing investors?

12         A.    That is correct.  Yes.  Yeah.

13               It is often the case with small

14   companies like ours that we team up with larger

15   strategic investors to get big projects done.

16         Q.    I understand.  Thank you.

17               Okay.  I'm going to ask -- I'd like

18   to ask you a few questions recognizing the

19   confidentiality of it.  This is what I spoke to

20   your lawyer with about off the record before

21   starting this cross, and I'm referring to recent

22   responses to data requests to ComEd, and they --

23   this one particular is ComEd Data Request 8.16.

24         A.    I don't know that I have that in
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1   front of me.

2         Q.    And if your counsel doesn't have it

3   to put in front of you, I can show you my copy.

4         A.    Oh, wait.  8.16.  I don't think I

5   have it.  Do I have it here?

6               MR. MACBRIDE:  It appears Mr. Skelly

7   does not have a copy with him.

8               MR. SHAY:  Okay.

9               JUDGE JONES:  What was that DR

10   number?

11               MR. SHAY:  8.16, and I'm referring

12   specifically to Attachments 1 and 2.

13               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

14               MR. SHAY:  Let the record show I'm

15   handing Mr. Skelly responses to ComEd Data

16   Request 8.16, Attachment 1 and Attachment 2.

17               JUDGE JONES:  Do you have extra

18   copies?

19               MR. SHAY:  I do.

20               JUDGE JONES:  Just one of each.

21         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Okay.  Mr. Skelly, do

22   you recognize these documents?

23         A.    I do, yeah.

24         Q.    Okay.  I believe they were supplied
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1   just within the last few days to everyone on the

2   data request service list.

3               Could you just -- again, without

4   violating any confidentiality -- just describe

5   what these are?

6         A.    Well, the first -- I'm trying to

7   figure out what to call these.  The one without

8   color on it.

9         Q.    That would be Attachment 1.

10         A.    Okay.  Attachment 1.

11               MR. MACBRIDE:  Mr. Skelly, they say

12   "Attachment 1" and "Attachment 2" at the top of

13   the page.

14         A.    Oh, you're right.  Thank you.

15               Okay.  So Attachment 1, which is

16   black and white, is a budget forecast, and we

17   develop these to guide our sort of medium-term

18   business planning efforts.  As I mentioned

19   before, these numbers vary as we work our way

20   through various regulatory processes,

21   interconnect studies, et cetera, et cetera.

22         Q.    Okay.

23         A.    And then Attachment 2 is a similar

24   sort of document that we use on a monthly basis
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1   to track our monthly expenditures on different

2   projects.

3         Q.    Who prepared these documents?

4         A.    These would have been prepared either

5   directly by or supervised by Dave Berry.

6         Q.    Okay.  And Mr. Berry is who?

7         A.    Dave Berry, who is also here with us

8   today, is the EVP for finance and strategy at

9   Clean Line Energy.

10         Q.    Okay.  He's the same Mr. Berry that

11   submitted testimony in this proceeding?

12         A.    The exact same.

13         Q.    Thank you.

14               And if I get into too many questions

15   that you'd prefer that we ask Mr. Berry --

16         A.    Yeah.  Sure.

17         Q.    -- later, I can do that.

18               But do you know about when these two

19   documents were prepared?

20         A.    Well, you know, we usually get the

21   monthly budget reports by the 15th of the month

22   after -- after the month is completed -- or the

23   following month, I should say.  And then the

24   looking-forward, sort of several-year budgets --
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1   we usually update those about every six months or

2   so.

3         Q.    Okay.  Are these -- is the

4   information in these documents -- is it accurate?

5         A.    If -- so these documents are -- one

6   of them is forward-looking.  Okay?  So that

7   was -- Attachment 1, I should say, is

8   forward-looking.  So it's -- you know, we will

9   not know if it was accurate until the end of

10   2015.

11               And with respect to Attachment 2,

12   yes, this -- this is accurate.

13         Q.    Okay.  So to the best of your ability

14   to forecast, these -- all the numbers in these

15   documents are accurate?

16         A.    So as of May 2013, which is when

17   Attachment 1 was prepared, that would have been

18   accurate to the best of our knowledge at that

19   time.

20         Q.    Okay.  And Attachment 2 was, of

21   course, prepared more recently?

22         A.    Well -- and it's also a budget

23   document.  So it reflects what has happened.

24         Q.    Is the reason that the 2013 budget
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1   numbers for Attachment 1 do not match the 2013

2   budget numbers for 2000 -- on Attachment 2

3   because of the timing difference?

4         A.    So we would know more, and this was

5   prepared later.  The Attachment 2 was prepared

6   after Attachment 1.  And, as I mentioned, we

7   continually update our budgets, and so that would

8   reflect any differences between the two.

9         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

10               And, Mr. MacBride, if I start to ask

11   a question that you think is confidential, please

12   stop me right away so we don't violate that.

13   I'll try to avoid -- I won't talk about any

14   numbers on this document.  I assume those are the

15   most confidential.

16               But, generally, on Attachment 1,

17   which is the black-and-white one, does it show

18   the total Clean Line actual and budget

19   information starting from the date shown in the

20   first column?

21         A.    Yes.  So "Actual," those numbers --

22   everywhere where you see the words "Actual," that

23   would reflect what happened in those time

24   periods.
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1         Q.    Okay.  So the first category of

2   expenditures is called "Corporate"?

3         A.    Correct.

4         Q.    And then each of your other projects

5   are categorized separately?

6         A.    That's correct.  Yeah.

7         Q.    Okay.  What is the last category

8   shown on here on page 2?

9         A.    Power Network?

10         Q.    Yes.

11         A.    So, as I mentioned, the -- we

12   acquired the project called Western Spirit, and

13   around this time period -- actually, shortly

14   thereafter -- we didn't like the name Power

15   Network.  So we renamed it Western Spirit.

16         Q.    Okay.  Looking at your budget for

17   2013 on this Attachment 1, would that reflect the

18   budget for that year as of May of 2013?

19         A.    So that would have reflect -- again,

20   we update budgets more than annually.  Okay?

21         Q.    Yes.

22         A.    So that would have reflected the

23   budget at the time of -- at May of 2013.

24         Q.    Okay.  And you're showing forecasted
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1   amounts beyond 2013 for each of the years 2014

2   and 2015; correct?

3         A.    Correct.  Yeah.

4         Q.    So, then, if we look at page 2 -- the

5   bottom of page 2 of this document and over at the

6   bottom right corner, that number would reflect

7   the total actual budget and forecast amounts for

8   all of Clean Line Energy as of the date this was

9   prepared?

10         A.    So when you say "bottom right," what

11   do you mean?

12         Q.    The bottom right number on page 2.

13         A.    Oh, yes.  Yes.

14         Q.    The largest number on this --

15         A.    That would reflect that in May of

16   2013 we believed that we needed to have spent

17   that amount of money by the end of 2015.

18         Q.    Okay.  Will Clean Line have generated

19   any revenue by the end of 2015?

20         A.    I do not believe so, no.

21         Q.    Okay.  Will -- is it likely that

22   additional expenditures beyond 2015 will be

23   required --

24         A.    It's a certainty.
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1         Q.    -- in the nature of development?

2         A.    We are in a business that requires

3   continued injections of capital.  It's a

4   long-term infrastructure business so it takes

5   capital over a sustained period of time.

6         Q.    Okay.  And as chairman of Clean

7   Line -- chairman, president, CEO -- is it your

8   responsibility to oversee all of these

9   expenditures?

10         A.    Yeah.  So I oversee all this, and I'm

11   also responsible for making sure that the company

12   is properly capitalized today and going forward.

13         Q.    Okay.  Okay.  Then at least through

14   2015, the last year shown on Attachment 1, how

15   much of the additional capital needed from today

16   does Clean Line currently have on hand?

17         A.    How much -- could you repeat that,

18   please?

19         Q.    Okay.  As of today and looking at the

20   remaining budget for 2013 --

21         A.    Uh-huh.

22         Q.    -- and then your forecast for 2014,

23   2015, those expenditures, about how much of that

24   does Clean Line have on hand today?
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1               MR. MACBRIDE:  Excuse me.  Judge, I

2   think this requires confidential information.

3               MR. SHAY:  Yes.  Thank you.

4               JUDGE JONES:  Are you looking for a

5   number?

6               MR. SHAY:  I can hold off.  Maybe we

7   can -- again, with your request, Your Honor,

8   earlier at the beginning of our proceeding today

9   that we should try to bundle confidential

10   questions together, I can wait and ask -- we can

11   wait maybe for Mr. Berry because we might have

12   some others and other parties might have some

13   other questions that would be similarly

14   confidential.  So I can hold off.  And I'd be

15   happy to withdraw that question.

16               JUDGE JONES:  Is that satisfactory?

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Thank you.

18         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Without revealing

19   numbers --

20               Thank you.

21               Mr. Berry will know the answer to

22   that question?

23         A.    I also know the answer to the

24   question, but apparently we're going to wait till
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1   another date, but Mr. Berry will know it to a

2   fine level of detail.

3         Q.    Okay.  We'll wait then.  That will

4   give us all more to look forward to.

5               Okay.  Just explain, I guess, without

6   revealing confidential information, how -- how

7   Clean Line goes about obtaining all this capital

8   that's --

9         A.    Uh-huh.  Yeah.

10         Q.    -- needed for --

11         A.    Yeah.

12         Q.    -- all the rest of this development.

13         A.    Can I start at the beginning?

14         Q.    That would be fine.  Yes.

15         A.    Okay.  So at the beginning -- so when

16   we started the company four-and-a-half years ago,

17   obviously we didn't have any money at all.  So we

18   started putting in money in 2009 from our own

19   pockets and moved the projects -- started with

20   one project and then slowly added projects.

21               And as we did so, we found that, as

22   we reached out to investors -- at that time it

23   was Ziff -- that they found what we were doing to

24   be compelling and they wanted to invest.
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1               And in 2012, we decided that it was

2   time to bring in additional capital, and so we

3   talked to a number of different players in the

4   industry, and National Grid was selected and

5   chose to invest then.

6               We anticipate that both of the

7   current investors will continue to invest as we

8   move forward on these projects.  But, for obvious

9   reasons, one doesn't start by asking people for

10   $2 billion.  One starts by asking them for the

11   money that you'll need to advance the projects.

12   So that's how we go about capitalizing the

13   company.

14         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.

15               When you said the other investors

16   besides National Grid, were you referring to

17   Mr. Zilkha and the Ziff Brothers?

18         A.    Yes.

19         Q.    Okay.  As far as allocating capital

20   to these projects, is that done at the board

21   level of Clean Line?

22         A.    So, as I mentioned, we continually

23   update our budgets, and those reflect the

24   priorities across projects, and we come up with
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1   recommendations to the board, and then the board

2   decides on the budgets.

3         Q.    The board can only authorize

4   expenditures of money that Clean Line has in the

5   bank, so to speak; correct?

6         A.    Yes.  I think that's correct.  Yes.

7   Yeah.

8         Q.    Not a trick question.

9         A.    Yeah.  Okay.

10         Q.    All right.  So then how does the --

11   how does Clean Line go about getting additional

12   capital if there isn't money there to allocate

13   going forward sufficiently to keep the projects

14   being developed?

15         A.    Well, it's not an issue that we face

16   because we continue to advance our projects, and

17   as we advance them, we find that the existing

18   investors and future investors want to invest

19   alongside of us.

20         Q.    Okay.  So you have to appeal to those

21   investors to inject more capital based on the

22   progress you've made on these projects?

23         A.    That's one of the avenues, and the

24   other avenue is to turn to other investors.
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1         Q.    Which you have not done yet?

2         A.    Well, we did it in the first instance

3   with Ziff and Zilkha and then the second instance

4   with National Grid, and in future subsequent

5   capitalizations, we believe that both Ziff and

6   Zilkha -- Ziff, Zilkha, and National Grid will

7   continue to invest.  But if for whatever reason

8   they didn't, we are very confident that we can

9   attract additional capital because we believe

10   that we're developing projects that are -- that

11   make sense and that will provide a satisfactory

12   return to investors down the road.

13         Q.    Okay.  It sounds like you're saying

14   then that, for Mr. Zilkha, the Ziff Brothers, and

15   National Grid, whether they invest additional

16   capital in Clean Line -- continue funding

17   development of these projects is voluntary.  It's

18   up to them to decide to do so.

19         A.    There are certain commitments, but to

20   get to the number that you pointed out at the

21   bottom of Attachment 1, that would be voluntary,

22   yes.

23         Q.    Okay.  Your employment, Mr. Zilkha

24   [sic], is actually with which organization?
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1         A.    I beg your pardon?

2         Q.    Your employment is with which

3   organization?

4         A.    With Clean Line Energy.

5         Q.    Okay.  Are you, like, a W-2 employee?

6   Do you know what that means?

7         A.    You mean do I pay -- like, is it --

8   is it, like, a salary?

9         Q.    Yeah.  Are there payroll taxes

10   withheld from your paycheck --

11         A.    Yes.  Yes.

12         Q.    -- and all that?

13         A.    Yeah.

14         Q.    Okay.  Do you have an employment

15   agreement?  A written employment agreement?

16         A.    I do, yes.

17         Q.    And is that with Clean Line Energy?

18         A.    It is, yes.

19         Q.    Okay.  When did you enter into that?

20         A.    At the time that Ziff invested in --

21   at the end of 2009.

22         Q.    Okay.  Does that have a term?

23         A.    Yes, it does have a term.  Yeah.

24         Q.    Like, five years?  Ten years?
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1         A.    To be totally honest, I haven't

2   looked at it since I signed it back in '09, which

3   is the best -- well, that's a different topic

4   but -- so I don't know the exact term.

5         Q.    Okay.  Assume it has a base

6   compensation and then certain contingent

7   performance-based/incentive-based compensation;

8   is that correct?

9         A.    I'm not sure where -- so if the

10   question is do I have an incentive to make these

11   projects successful, the answer is yes.  I'm not

12   sure if those incentives are articulated in the

13   agreement that we just discussed.

14         Q.    Okay.  To the extent they're not

15   contained in that employment agreement, where

16   would they be documented?

17         A.    In a different agreement.  It's not

18   exactly an employment agreement.  I'd have to

19   check, but suffice it to say that, yes, if your

20   question is do I have an incentive to make this

21   work, yes, absolutely.

22         Q.    Okay.  And the incentive might

23   consist of dollars and LLC units or options or

24   warrants?  Things like that?
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1         A.    I got to think how it works.  I know

2   Dave Berry knows this one too.  The main

3   incentive -- well, I don't know exactly is it --

4   it's not warrants, it's not options, but it's

5   structured in a different way.

6         Q.    But is there an equity component,

7   though, to it?

8         A.    There is, yes.  Well, it's an

9   equity-like component.

10         Q.    Okay.  A phantom-type equity maybe?

11         A.    Yes, similar to that.  Yeah.

12         Q.    Okay.  So you said you're

13   economically or financially incentivized to make

14   these projects a success?

15         A.    Yes.  And the definition of "success"

16   is that the projects come online.

17         Q.    Okay.  What would happen to you

18   personally in terms of your employment agreement

19   or other arrangement with the company in the

20   event that Rock Island Clean Line was sold to a

21   third party?

22         A.    I think it would depend on the price.

23   There are circumstances where nothing would

24   happen financially, and there are circumstances
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1   where I would benefit financially.

2         Q.    Okay.  And then are those

3   circumstances principally related to price?

4         A.    They're princ -- no.  They're

5   principally related to the project getting built.

6         Q.    Okay.  But --

7         A.    And producing revenue.

8         Q.    With respect to a sale of a project

9   like Rock Island, are there -- would you benefit

10   financially from such a sale if it was at the

11   right price?

12               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, I have an

13   objection here.  I don't see what the relevance

14   is of these detailed questions about Mr. Skelly's

15   compensation arrangements with the company.  He's

16   clearly testified that he has an employment

17   agreement that provides for various compensation.

18   I think that's sufficient to show that he has a

19   financial interest in the matter he's testifying

20   about to whatever extent that goes to his

21   motivation for his testimony.

22               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

23               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, the purpose of

24   this is -- stems from the fact that this is a new
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1   entrant, as we've heard again this morning, into

2   this industry.  It's asking for a significant

3   certificate from this Commission to occupy a

4   major project in the state across many miles of

5   farmland, and I think the Commission and the rest

6   of us have a right to know to -- the extent to

7   which Rock Island is likely to remain the owner

8   of this project and operate it, as has been

9   outlined in the testimony, or whether instead it

10   might be sold to -- whether National Grid or some

11   other unknown third party, and the extent to

12   which Mr. Skelly might be incentivized through

13   his arrangement with the company, I think, is

14   relevant to that issue.

15               JUDGE JONES:  How much more

16   questioning do you have on this line?

17               MR. SHAY:  Well, depending on the

18   answers, it might just be one or two.

19               JUDGE JONES:  How much more do you

20   have after that?  I think you had an estimate of

21   20 minutes.  There's been very few objections.

22   So I'm just kind of curious as to where you are

23   there.

24               MR. SHAY:  Yeah.  I know it's been --
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1   it's been difficult.  I think that's -- we're in

2   the -- we're in the homestretch.  Just a few

3   other minor ones.  And I could hold off on the

4   others that are kind of unrelated to this line

5   until after lunch.

6               JUDGE JONES:  Well, I think we're

7   trying to get to lunch, but we're trying to rely

8   on those cross estimates, and this one was 20

9   minutes, and we're probably crowding an hour on

10   that.

11               MR. SHAY:  Yeah.

12               JUDGE JONES:  So I'm just trying to

13   get a feel for where we are.  I'm not really

14   inclined to break your cross, which would just

15   probably aggravate the situation if we did that.

16               Well, in any event, there's an

17   objection pending.  I'll overrule the objection

18   and allow the question.

19               Do you need it read back?

20         A.    Yeah, please.  So can you repeat the

21   question?

22               MR. SHAY:  I thought the reporter was

23   going to read it back to you.

24               COURT REPORTER:  Well, I'm looking
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1   for it.

2                   (The requested portion was read

3                   back by the court reporter.)

4               MR. SHAY:  That's correct.

5         A.    If it was at the right price?  "Right

6   price" presumably means a profitable price?

7         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  Yes.

8         A.    Okay.  So let's say ComEd decides to

9   pay us a billion dollars for the project.

10         Q.    That's a great example.

11         A.    Okay.  I think that I would -- I'm

12   quite confident that I would benefit from that.

13   I honestly do not recall exactly how because, as

14   I mentioned, I signed the employment agreement

15   four years ago and I haven't looked at it since.

16         Q.    Okay.  And just to finish up this

17   line, you are an owner of limited liability

18   company units in Clean Line Energy?

19         A.    Right.

20         Q.    Okay.  Can you say about how many --

21   without violating confidences -- or percentage

22   ownership that you might have?

23         A.    Oh, it's a very -- very small.  Like,

24   low single digits.
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1         Q.    Okay.

2         A.    And getting smaller.

3               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I guess I have

4   a few other questions.  I guess I could go -- try

5   to get through them now.  It will probably go

6   quicker now that everybody's wanting to get to

7   lunch.  So I guess I would suggest that I be

8   allowed to go ahead, and I'll try to cut out some

9   of them and make up for some lost time.

10               JUDGE JONES:  Yeah.  I think we need

11   to at least get through your cross before we

12   break for lunch.

13               MR. SHAY:  Okay.

14         Q.    (By Mr. Shay)  All right.  Mr.

15   Skelly -- and I'll cut through a lot of the

16   detail I was going to ask you, but you and other

17   witnesses have described in great detail in this

18   case all of the steps that are required that

19   you've accomplished and others require to bring

20   this project to fruition; correct?

21         A.    Most of them, yes.

22         Q.    Okay.  And you've talked about

23   contracts that you need to enter into going

24   forward with your EPC contractor -- I think two
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1   of them for this project?

2         A.    Correct.

3         Q.    And operating engineering contract?

4   Operating engineers contract?

5         A.    Yep.

6         Q.    And multiple other contracts.  Hiring

7   your construction head and that organization.

8               Do all -- are all those steps going

9   to be required for your other projects -- the

10   other four projects as well?  Similar steps?

11         A.    Yes.  Yes.  Yeah.  In my experience

12   managing many projects at the same time,

13   that's -- that's what you do.

14         Q.    Okay.  So we've got -- we're talking

15   here, if my addition is correct, something

16   approaching $10 billion of projects all pending

17   in various stages of development right now as we

18   sit here.

19         A.    Well, your math is -- call it

20   eight -- eight and change because Western Spirit

21   is a smaller project.

22         Q.    Yeah.  I tried to account for that.

23   Okay.  We'll call it eight and change.

24               And when -- you mentioned entering
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1   into contracts with customers, your anchor-tenant

2   customers and others --

3         A.    Yeah.

4         Q.    -- and then your open season process.

5   That will involve negotiating lots of terms and

6   conditions with other counterparties and

7   developing, I guess, tariffs as well?

8         A.    Correct.

9         Q.    Okay.  And that would be true for all

10   of your projects?

11         A.    Correct.

12               MR. SHAY:  Okay.  I have no further

13   questions, Your Honor.  Thank you for your

14   indulgence.

15               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you,

16   Mr. Shay.

17               MR. SHAY:  Thank you, Mr. Skelly.

18               JUDGE JONES:  Off the record

19   regarding scheduling matters.

20                   (Discussion off the record.)

21               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

22               We will break for lunch very shortly.

23               I think there's one other item to

24   take up right now; is that right, Mr. Shay?
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1               MR. SHAY:  Yes, Your Honor.  Thank

2   you.

3               I showed the witness and his counsel

4   two documents, each two pages long, that were

5   Attachments 1 and 2 to Data Request Response

6   8.16, if I remember right, to ComEd, and I would

7   move for admission of those into evidence, noting

8   that they are confidential and should be treated

9   in accordance with the protective order.

10               JUDGE JONES:  How do you want those

11   marked?  Do you want that marked as a cross

12   exhibit or some kind of stipulation exhibit or

13   how do you want that to happen?

14               MR. SHAY:  I'm happy to have them

15   marked as a cross exhibit.

16               JUDGE JONES:  Do you want that sort

17   of a group cross exhibit?  ILA Cross 1, or did

18   you want it split up?

19               MR. SHAY:  No.  ILA Group Exhibit

20   Cross 1 would be fine.

21               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  It will be

22   known as that.  What we will have you do then is

23   file that on e-Docket in both -- assuming no

24   objection to the exhibit in the first place, we
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1   will have you file that on e-Docket in public and

2   confidential versions, and you can coordinate

3   that with Mr. MacBride, and it will be deemed

4   admitted into the evidentiary record --

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, would you --

6               JUDGE JONES:  -- in that manner.

7               MR. MACBRIDE:  I'm sorry.  Would you

8   like -- this is going forward.  Would you like

9   the cross exhibit labeling to include the name of

10   the witness to which the cross related?

11               JUDGE JONES:  I don't have a problem

12   with that.  Some people do find that helpful, and

13   if you want to do it that way, that's -- that is

14   permissible.

15               Is there any objection to the

16   admission of what will be known as ILA Cross

17   Exhibit No. 1?

18               MR. FOSCO:  No objection.

19               MR. MACBRIDE:  No objection.

20               JUDGE JONES:  Let the record show

21   that the motion to admit that exhibit is granted

22   and leave is given to fill it on e-Docket within

23   seven days.

24               Any other questions regarding that?
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1               There are none.

2               At this time let the record show that

3   we hereby recess for lunch until 2:15 P.M.

4                   (Lunch recess.)

5               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

6               I think there's still an open

7   question as to exhibit -- updated Exhibit 1.1 --

8   what that's going to be.  I think it's

9   established it will be a public exhibit, but I

10   think it's still undetermined what updating will

11   be included in that.  So we'll just need to get

12   back to that and attempt to resolve that before

13   completely finished with the witness.  Probably

14   on e-Docket now with respect to 1.1.  Of course,

15   it wouldn't have the updated information, but it

16   would be probably -- since it's a confident --

17   essentially a confidential exhibit, there

18   wouldn't be very much in the public site of that

19   anyway.  So may not even need to give it a

20   different number if it weren't for other

21   updating, but we'll deal with that in a little

22   bit.

23               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, actually, Judge,

24   I think that -- I think it was not filed as
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1   confidential.  In other words, it had a

2   confidential mark on it, but it was filed in the

3   public section; so --

4               JUDGE JONES:  That's a good point.

5   So it probably would be better to --

6               MR. FOSCO:  But, see, we're well

7   trained.  We all treated it as confidential.  Saw

8   the word.

9               JUDGE JONES:  Yeah.  In that case, it

10   would need to be -- it would need to be refiled

11   with some designation on it so it wouldn't appear

12   to be a confidential document.  Now, whether

13   there will be other information there, I think,

14   remains an open question subject to some further

15   discussion perhaps among counsel, but we'll get

16   back to that maybe after cross is finished.

17               Speaking of which, I think there are

18   counsel for two parties who have cross for

19   Mr. Skelly.

20               Mr. Davis, are you going next?

21               MR. DAVIS:  Yes.

22               JUDGE JONES:  All right, sir.

23                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

24   QUESTIONS BY MR. DAVIS:
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1         Q.    Afternoon.  My name is Chuck Davis.

2   I'm one of the attorneys for the Illinois Farm

3   bureau.  Thank you for being here.

4               Is it correct that on the date of the

5   filing of the petition in this matter that Rock

6   Island Clean Line did not own, control, operate,

7   or manage any plants, equipment, or property used

8   for or in connection with the transmission,

9   delivery, or furnishing of electricity in

10   Illinois?

11         A.    That's correct.

12         Q.    Subsequent to the filing of the

13   petition until today, has that changed, or is

14   that answer the same as of today?

15         A.    That answer is the same.

16         Q.    At the time of the filing of the

17   petition, is it true that Rock Island did not own

18   any real property in Illinois?

19         A.    I believe we had some options, but

20   outright ownership, I don't think so.

21         Q.    Since the time of the filing of the

22   petition up until today, has that changed?  Since

23   that time has Rock Island purchased property --

24   real property in the State of Illinois?
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1         A.    No.

2         Q.    Isn't it true that at the date of the

3   filing of the petition and the date of -- and up

4   until including today that Rock Island does not

5   have any customers in the State of Illinois?

6         A.    That's true.

7         Q.    And isn't it true that on the date of

8   the filing of the petition and up to the time

9   including today that Rock Island does not have

10   any assets in Illinois that could be used to

11   sell, transmit, or deliver electricity?

12         A.    That's true.

13         Q.    So it's true that Rock Island has

14   never delivered electricity to anyone; is that

15   correct?

16         A.    That's correct.  That's what we

17   intend to do.

18         Q.    Previously you were asked about

19   what's marked as Rock Island Exhibit 1.1.  It's

20   the organizational chart.  I'd ask that you

21   please refer to that for a couple of questions.

22         A.    Yes.  Okay.

23         Q.    I understand there will be an

24   addition, at least one, of the Western Spirit leg
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1   of that organizational chart, but is it correct

2   that, if you're looking at the chart from Clean

3   Line Energy Partners and down to the bottom of

4   the page, that none of these companies have

5   provided electricity to anyone?

6         A.    That's correct.

7         Q.    And is it true that the same

8   companies that I just listed -- that none of

9   these companies have ever built a transmission

10   line?

11         A.    These companies themselves have not

12   built a transmission line.

13         Q.    Isn't it correct that prior to the

14   transmission line delivering electricity in

15   Illinois that it requires a connection that comes

16   in from the state of Iowa?

17         A.    The project is an integral project

18   with pieces in both Illinois and Iowa.

19         Q.    I guess my question is, is can

20   Illinois deliver electricity on this line that

21   you're proposing before the line is constructed

22   in Iowa?

23         A.    No.

24         Q.    Isn't it correct that in Iowa that
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1   Rock Island Clean Line has not filed a franchise

2   petition yet?

3         A.    We have not yet filed the petition.

4   We are preparing to do so in the next several

5   weeks.  We will conclude county-by-county

6   informational hearings that we conduct in

7   conjunction with the Iowa Utility Board.

8         Q.    And I know this is probably a

9   difficult question to answer, but do you have any

10   expectation on when an order would come down from

11   the state of Iowa either approving or denying

12   that petition that you're going to file?

13         A.    We think that is some point in 2015.

14   But, as you say, these regulatory process --

15   there's not a -- there's not a statutory clock

16   associated with the Iowa process.

17         Q.    In basic terms, this line is going to

18   be fed by -- at least in your pleadings it states

19   it's going to be fed by wind farms on the western

20   part of the line.  These wind farms don't exist

21   yet; right?

22         A.    They don't exist because it would be

23   foolhardy to build them unless you had a

24   transmission path to get to market.
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1         Q.    There was testimony that you gave

2   earlier about the activities of the other

3   subsidiary companies that are on this

4   organizational chart in the other states.  Isn't

5   it true that the Clean Line subsidiary Plains &

6   Eastern Clean Line LLC was denied public utility

7   status in Arkansas in January 2011?

8         A.    So we did file in Arkansas, and the

9   Arkansas commission said that they really liked

10   our project, but their legal framework requires

11   that we serve load in Arkansas.

12         Q.    So to answer the question, an order

13   was issued denying this company, Plains & Eastern

14   Clean Line LLC public utility status in Arkansas?

15         A.    It was denied without prejudice.

16         Q.    I'd ask that you refer to what you

17   presented as Exhibit 1.6 in your testimony.  Am I

18   correct that 1.6 is what you represented --

19         A.    Is that in the rebuttal testimony?

20         Q.    I have it simply labeled as Rock

21   Island Exhibit 1.6.  I think it was in the --

22   your initial testimony.  It's the organi -- it's

23   the electric experience of your team.

24               MR. MACBRIDE:  That's an exhibit to
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1   the rebuttal testimony.

2               MR. DAVIS:  I apologize.

3         A.    Okay.  I got it.

4         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  I see your name

5   listed as a team member on here, I believe, 20

6   times, and each one of the projects that are

7   listed with your name are wind farm projects; is

8   that correct?

9         A.    That is correct.

10         Q.    And there's not a listing on this

11   spreadsheet for you doing any work on a

12   transmission project.  Isn't that true?

13         A.    No.  If you look on the second column

14   to the right, you'll see a listing of the

15   transmission lines that we built associated with

16   those projects.

17         Q.    Okay.  So these were -- so Horizon

18   Wind Energy in each of those circumstances built

19   the transmission line along with developing the

20   farm?

21         A.    Correct.

22         Q.    For Rock Island Clean Line, isn't it

23   correct that you have 20 of your 35 available

24   positions in management left open at the current
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1   time?

2         A.    Which exhibit are you referring to?

3         Q.    I'm referring to your -- this would

4   have been in your surrebuttal testimony, I

5   believe, where you reference that you had a

6   35-member management team and that 20 of these

7   positions remain open at this time.

8         A.    Could you just direct me to that?

9         Q.    This would be in your last round of

10   testimony, and it would be starting with line

11   100.

12         A.    Okay.

13         Q.    It's in your response to testimony

14   by --

15         A.    Yeah.

16         Q.    -- Mr. Rashid.  So it's correct that

17   20 of 35 positions remain unfilled at this time?

18         A.    Yeah.  Okay.  So I found the

19   testimony.

20               If you look at a number of these

21   positions -- for example, safety manager, and

22   I'll also refer you to the Exhibit 1.5 where we

23   have people like converter station managers.  It

24   doesn't make sense to hire these people because
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1   we're not building anything right now.  They

2   would have nothing to do.

3         Q.    Am I correct from your earlier

4   testimony that this is a similar situation in all

5   of these other subsidiary companies?  So there's

6   going to be a similar number of openings in each

7   company?

8         A.    For all of these companies, we do not

9   hire people who have nothing to do.

10         Q.    So is the answer "Yes" then?

11         A.    The answer is we hire people when we

12   need them to undertake the tasks at hand, and

13   we've done that since the company's inception,

14   and we'll do that through construction and into

15   operations.

16         Q.    So do any of these people on this

17   list -- you know, these 15 of the -- 15 people

18   that have been hired so far -- do they work for

19   any of these other entities like Plains & Eastern

20   or Rock Island or Centennial or any of those?

21         A.    It depends.  In some instances,

22   people work exclusively on one project.  In other

23   instances, they work across several projects.  As

24   the projects begin to reach the construction
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1   phase, then people's time will be dedicated

2   exclusively to those projects.

3         Q.    Of the 15 people that you have on

4   staff right now that you have listed, do you know

5   of each of those people the number that are just

6   dedicated solely to the Rock Island project

7   versus they have duties with other companies?

8         A.    Yeah.  Could you direct -- do you

9   mind directing me to which -- which -- what

10   you're referring to there?

11         Q.    Well, I guess I'm just looking for a

12   rough number here at this point.  We can go to

13   the organizational chart, if you'd like, but you

14   said -- the testimony starting at a hundred, you

15   identify that only 15 positions are filled.  Do

16   you know, out of those 15 people, if they are

17   solely dedicated to this project, or do you have

18   any idea if they are also working on other

19   projects?

20         A.    Okay.  I need to -- so -- so -- I

21   need to -- if you don't mind, just take me to the

22   place in the testimony that says that.

23         Q.    You're looking for a list of the

24   names of the employees?  Is that what you're
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1   looking for?

2         A.    I'm looking for a place in my

3   testimony that you're apparently pointing out

4   that lists different people in the organization.

5         Q.    I'll move on to some other questions

6   while she locates that particular document.

7         A.    Okay.

8         Q.    I'd ask you to refer to 1.8, and I

9   believe it's titled the list of Currently --

10   People Currently in Positions in the Construction

11   Management Organization.

12         A.    Okay.

13         Q.    So if you don't mind, if we could go

14   one by one and start with Wayne Galli.  To be

15   clear, my question is are they solely dedicated

16   to this Rock Island project or are there other

17   projects they're working on?

18         A.    Okay.  So Galli, Abebe, Danis,

19   Thomas, Kuba, White, Kottler, Lanz, and

20   Szalkowski work on various projects.

21               Detweiler, Ary, Conley, Jones, Kurt,

22   Nash work exclusively on Rock Island.

23         Q.    So we're looking about half and half

24   then, roughly?
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1         A.    Roughly.

2         Q.    And the half that works on other

3   projects -- do they work on all the projects or

4   maybe just a couple or --

5         A.    In some -- it depends.  In some

6   instances, they -- you know, they might spend

7   just a small amount of time on one of the other

8   projects, and in other instances, they work on

9   all the projects.

10         Q.    And you stated earlier that it's

11   conceivable that multiple construction projects

12   could be going on at the same time with your

13   different companies; is that correct?

14         A.    Yeah.  In my experience building

15   energy projects, I have found it useful to take

16   this approach of having a generalist work across

17   several projects and then dedicated teams on

18   specific projects.

19         Q.    So talking again about the

20   organizational chart, underneath Clean Line

21   Energy Partners there are multiple entities that

22   are listed.  You know, a noteworthy edit since

23   the petition was filed is this Western Spirit.

24   It is possible you could add new projects?  New
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1   companies?

2         A.    It's possible, yes.

3         Q.    Okay.  Are any planned at this time

4   that you can disclose?

5         A.    None that I can disclose.  But I can

6   say that there's not -- there's nothing imminent.

7   I mean, we think -- we are in the transmission

8   business and business of developing projects to

9   get renewable energy to market, and other

10   opportunities may present themselves, and we

11   might undertake those projects.  And if we did,

12   we would staff those appropriately, as we have

13   staffed Rock Island appropriately.

14         Q.    So to get a better understanding of

15   National Grid's involvement, they're a 40 percent

16   shareholder, roughly, in Clean Line Energy; is

17   that right?

18         A.    Roughly.

19         Q.    And you stated earlier that they have

20   some sort of right to potentially acquire these

21   transmission projects; is that correct?

22         A.    That's correct.

23         Q.    Tell me how that works.

24         A.    They have the right to -- I'm not
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1   clear.  Do you want the exact mechanics?

2         Q.    Is it an option?  Do they have the

3   right to purchase these products?  Are there

4   prices set out in advance?  How does this work?

5         A.    They have the right, and there's a

6   mechanism that's explicit with respect to how

7   they would exercise that right and on what terms.

8         Q.    And are you able to share the details

9   of that mechanism?

10         A.    I think that --

11               MR. MACBRIDE:  Would you consider

12   this confidential?

13         A.    I think it's probably confidential,

14   and David Berry, who will appear later, could

15   give the exact mechanics of that.

16         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  Suffice it to be

17   said, though, that it sounds like from your

18   testimony that National Grid could show up with a

19   check under certain circumstances and you would

20   have no choice but to sell the company to

21   National Grid?

22         A.    That is correct.  And we consider

23   that a positive thing if National Grid would like

24   to build this project.  And we do not believe
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1   that their ownership would in any way affect

2   the -- what we believe are the very positive

3   qualities of this project.

4         Q.    So when you said that you think it's

5   positive that they want to build this project, is

6   there a chance that they could take over this

7   endeavor before this proceeding is over, that it

8   could happen at any time, or what -- what -- what

9   are you meaning by that statement?

10         A.    Again, Dave Berry can walk you

11   through the exact details and the timing and so

12   on, but are they going to walk in this afternoon

13   and buy it?  No.

14         Q.    You make reference in your

15   surrebuttal testimony -- on line 160, you say,

16   "Additionally, our investor, National Grid, is an

17   experienced developer, construction manager,

18   owner and operator of transmission lines,

19   including HVDC facilities, and has extensive

20   contacts in the utility construction industry."

21               There's other testimony about sort of

22   the advice and management of things that you're

23   going to be getting from National Grid.  Why

24   don't you -- could you provide a little more
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1   explanation on how that's going to work?

2         A.    Yeah.  So National Grid, as you'll

3   hear from Mr. Wynter tomorrow, is one of the

4   largest investor-owned utilities in the world.

5   They have extensive experience building projects

6   in the northeastern United States, in the UK,

7   and in other locales.  And they deal with the

8   issues -- many of the issues that we deal with

9   from tower design to foundations to conductors,

10   insulators.

11               They also have a lot expertise with

12   HVDC technology, which they've deployed in Asia

13   as well -- I'm sorry -- in New Zealand as well as

14   in the UK and in the northeastern United States.

15   So they have a lot of experience in this

16   particular realm, and they're building some of

17   those larger HVDC projects in the world right

18   now.

19               So we regularly interact with them

20   and talk to them about different technical issues

21   that we're working through, and we find it very

22   helpful to have the experience of somebody who

23   has -- who has a lot of experience in this area.

24         Q.    And so it's true that they're just
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1   providing general advice as the business goes

2   along in a multitude of issues, it sounds like?

3         A.    Well, it's more than general advice.

4   It's very, very specific advice in terms of how

5   to deal with very specific technical issues and

6   how to deal with the quality issues, et cetera.

7   So it's not general.  It's very specific.

8         Q.    Now, in your testimony earlier you

9   made reference to the fact that you chose

10   National Grid, that you had other options

11   potentially available.  Tell me about that

12   vetting process.  How did you get down to

13   National Grid?

14         A.    Is this confidential or --

15               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, can you answer

16   the question without naming the other -- I don't

17   think the question has called for the

18   identification of other potential buyers.

19         A.    Okay.  All right.  So --

20               JUDGE JONES:  I tell you what --

21   excuse me -- rather than have two people

22   questioning the witness at -- two parties at the

23   same time, if you need to, you know, kind of

24   interrupt the questioning to tend to something
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1   like that, just -- just bring that up, and we'll

2   figure out the best process for it rather than

3   switching back and forth on who is doing the

4   question.

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.  Understood,

6   Judge.

7         A.    Sorry.

8               Do you mind repeating the question?

9         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  To the extent that

10   you're not breaching confidentiality or

11   disclosing the names of the other suitors in this

12   process --

13         A.    Yeah.

14         Q.    -- can you describe the vetting

15   process?  How you got down to --

16         A.    Yeah.  Yeah.  So -- and this is a

17   fairly normal process.  Toward the end of 2011,

18   our board, which includes me, we concluded that

19   it would be a good idea to bring in some

20   additional investors in the company.  We thought

21   about both financial investors and talked to

22   financial investors, and we also talked to a

23   number of strategic investors.

24               And we were counseled in this process
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1   by an investment bank called Lazard, and Lazard

2   has extensive contacts in both the kind of

3   strategic utility world as well as with financial

4   investors.

5               And so with their assistance, we

6   talked to a lot of players, and we ended up

7   striking an arrangement with National Grid.  That

8   agreement was memorialized in November of 2012,

9   and we -- all the conditions were met in terms of

10   regulatory approvals and so on, and the

11   transaction closed in January of this year.

12         Q.    So it sounds as if a condition of

13   this relationship that you have is that they have

14   this right to purchase projects and they have the

15   right to participate in management; is that

16   correct?

17         A.    They don't have management

18   participation rights.  They have seats on the

19   board, and they do have -- as I pointed out, they

20   do have the opportunity to invest and indeed own

21   the projects, and that was one of the attractive

22   things about -- that was one of the reasons that

23   they invested.  So part and parcel of the

24   investment was we will invest and put in
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1   development capital, but what we're quite keen on

2   is deploying the capital to actually build the

3   projects.

4         Q.    The board ultimately runs the

5   company; correct?

6         A.    That's correct.  But not -- I'm

7   just -- sorry.  I don't mean to quibble, but the

8   word "management" is usually, you know, folks

9   below the board.

10         Q.    I got you.

11               Was it a precondition of Rock

12   Island -- or of Clean Line Energy finding this

13   investor that the investor be willing to purchase

14   the transmission projects?

15         A.    No.

16         Q.    And in addition to the advice that

17   you receive, they have -- National Grid has two

18   seats on the Clean Line board; correct?

19         A.    Correct.

20         Q.    And I -- I assume, in determining to

21   partner with National Grid, that you did a

22   certain amount of due diligence on the company;

23   is that correct?

24         A.    Absolutely.  Of course.
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1         Q.    And as you continue on with National

2   Grid, you monitor, I guess, the relationship to

3   assure that everything moves forward in a

4   business-like manner, I assume; is that correct?

5         A.    Yeah.  Well, absolutely.  I mean,

6   there's obviously the formal relationship at the

7   board level, but there's also a fair amount of

8   interaction at the technical level and so on.

9         Q.    In your due diligence, did you become

10   aware that -- of the reports that its affiliated

11   company, Nigeria -- or I'm sorry -- Niagara

12   Mohawk in New York, had passed on impermissible

13   charges to the consumers?

14         A.    I'm -- I -- I'm -- no, I was not

15   aware of that.

16         Q.    So I can go into some of the details

17   just in case it stirs your memory, but this is

18   from -- there were reports -- and if you didn't

19   hear them, you didn't hear them but -- from 2008

20   and 2009 that they passed on costs of $35,700 to

21   the ratepayers to send an employee's two children

22   to a private school in Boston.  Were you aware of

23   that?

24         A.    You know, this sounds like the kind
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1   of thing that regulated utilities sometimes have

2   costs disallowed.  Is that what we're talking

3   about?

4         Q.    I simply asked if you were aware of

5   that fact or of the statement that I just made.

6         A.    It sounds vaguely familiar.

7         Q.    And you knew of this prior to

8   partnering with National Grid?

9         A.    I think that every utility in the

10   country has had costs disallowed at some point or

11   another.

12         Q.    So I'm talking specifically about the

13   $35,700 figure.  You did know about that or you

14   didn't know about it before you partnered with

15   National Grid?

16         A.    I do not recall.  I may have heard of

17   that after they invested.

18         Q.    Okay.

19         A.    I mean, if you Google "National

20   Grid," you will find a huge number of stories,

21   and I don't think that we read --

22         Q.    You're telling me.

23         A.    We didn't read all of them.

24         Q.    So I'm going to get into more of the
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1   specifics just in case you -- I want to -- I'm

2   curious whether you knew about these things

3   before entering into the investment.

4               The same time period, 2008 and 2009,

5   the report that $3,566 was passed on to

6   ratepayers for repairing an employee's washing

7   machine and pool cover.  Were you aware of that?

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  I object to the

9   question.  This line of questioning is assuming

10   facts not in evidence.

11               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

12               MR. DAVIS:  I'm not asking that he --

13   that he testify to the truth of the matter

14   asserted.  It's simply whether he was aware of

15   these things when he entered into the investment.

16               JUDGE JONES:  The objection is

17   sustained.  Using the very term "aware that" in

18   your question is an assumption that's not in

19   evidence.  That alone makes an assumption.

20   Whether the assumption is in evidence is --

21   becomes the question, and unless you can indicate

22   to me where that is in the evidence here, then

23   the question assumes facts in evidence, and

24   therefore is properly stricken on objection.  I
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1   mean, that's just how the evidentiary rules work.

2               MR. DAVIS:  Just to clarify your

3   ruling, Your Honor, if I'm simply asking if he is

4   aware of these instances of these statements,

5   does that fall within your ruling?

6               JUDGE JONES:  I really don't have

7   much else to say about this.  If you ask a

8   witness if he's aware that some -- something

9   happened, that places an assumption of fact into

10   that question.  If that assumption of fact is not

11   in the record or you can't get the witness to

12   agree to that -- to agree that that is -- that is

13   a fact, if you want to -- if you want to attempt

14   to lay a foundation and to get the witness to --

15   to answer your questions and place the

16   information into the record in that fashion, but

17   you didn't ask him if he agreed.  You asked him

18   if he was "aware that."  That's where the

19   assumption comes into play.  Unless that

20   assumption is in the record or you can get it

21   into the record -- and you can try -- and there's

22   an objection to it, then the question is one that

23   is subject to objection, and the objection is

24   sustained.
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1               I'll add one thing to that.  I mean,

2   we do -- we have a lot of prefiled testimony, and

3   sometimes counsel will ask a question that refers

4   to evidence that's not yet admitted into the

5   record but somebody has put it into prepared

6   testimony, for example.  So there's a fact that

7   there's some -- there's some -- there's some

8   information that some witness has filed and that

9   is potentially headed for the evidentiary record.

10   Now, if -- if there is a question that is about

11   that would-be testimony, typically I do not have

12   a problem with that because there is or may be an

13   evidentiary basis to it.

14               But here you haven't provided any.

15   So unless you're able to provide some kind of

16   evidentiary basis for that or work it in through

17   this witness, which you're entitled to try to do,

18   then it -- it's -- it's just not a proper

19   question.

20         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  Were you aware of any

21   issues with National Grid with regulators in New

22   York of any kind before this business association

23   took place?

24         A.    Was I aware of any -- can I restate
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1   the question?

2         Q.    Yes.

3         A.    Was I aware of any issues with any

4   regulators in New York with respect to National

5   Grid?  Is that the question?

6         Q.    I guess I'll restate that question.

7   Are you aware of instances where National Grid

8   was fined by regulators in the state of New York?

9         A.    I -- I just don't recall.

10         Q.    Since the time that you filed the

11   report -- or since the time that you filed the

12   petition in this case and including to now, have

13   you become aware of any fines or settlements or

14   anything in the state of New York?

15         A.    I don't have any details on any of

16   that, but I will say that in my experience all

17   utilities -- when you're running a regulated

18   business like a public utility, you sometimes

19   have disagreements with your regulators.

20         Q.    To your knowledge, is Niagara Mohawk

21   a division of National Grid?

22         A.    That is -- yes, it is.  I'm certain.

23         Q.    Are you aware of a settlement

24   agreement that was entered into between National
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1   Grid and the Joint Commission on Public Ethics in

2   the state of New York in June of this year?

3         A.    I'm not aware of that, no.

4         Q.    Are you aware of any reports from the

5   state of New York that National Grid stipulated

6   to improperly providing things of value,

7   including rounds of golf and meals, to regulators

8   in the state of New York?

9         A.    I'm just not aware of that, no.

10         Q.    Are you aware of settlements that

11   National Grid has paid to the states of New York

12   and Massachusetts in the last two months related

13   to not paying employees for recovery relief in

14   Hurricane Sandy?

15               MR. MACBRIDE:  Same objection I had

16   earlier to this, Judge.  He asked if he's aware

17   of what are described as fairly specific

18   incidences that, as far as I know, haven't been

19   entered or proffered into the record.

20               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

21               MR. DAVIS:  Judge, again, I'm not

22   asking for -- to get a ruling as to the truth of

23   the matter asserted.  I'm simply asking if this

24   is a report that he is aware of or not.  I'm not
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1   asking that the truth of it be admitted.  I'm

2   asking if he is aware of it.

3               MR. MACBRIDE:  I think that begs the

4   question, Judge.

5               JUDGE JONES:  Could I have the

6   beginning of that question read back,

7   Ms. Reporter?

8                   (The requested portion was read

9                   back by the court reporter.)

10               JUDGE JONES:  Let me hear that again,

11   please.

12                   (The requested portion was read

13                   back by the court reporter.)

14               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.  Thank you.

15               Same problem as before.  You start

16   off differently with "aware of," but then you

17   refer to "settlements that," so on and so forth.

18   Sounds to me like there is still an assumption

19   being placed into the -- a fact being placed into

20   that question, and that's what drew the

21   objection, and hence I have to rule on it.

22               But you are free to ask him if he was

23   aware of anything like that.  You can ask him if

24   he's aware of any settlements of such and such a
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1   kind.  But you cannot place the facts into the

2   record through that question unless -- unless

3   there is some link to the evidentiary record or

4   link to the evidence someplace or you get the

5   witness to agree to that, which essentially

6   provides a foundation for it.

7               But the question you just asked is --

8   I mean, in a sense, it's not quite to the extent

9   the other question was in terms of the assuming

10   facts in evidence, but it's a fairly long

11   question.  "Aware of" soon became followed by the

12   "thats," and that's where, again, those

13   assumptions come into play.  The questions have

14   to be under -- the questions cannot put the

15   witness in a position of where the witness has to

16   assume a fact in evidence to answer the question

17   unless you can get the witness to -- to -- to

18   use the witness to lay a foundation for it.

19   That's -- that's the problem.

20               You're free to rephrase the question

21   and see if you can lay a foundation for that

22   information through this witness.

23         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  To your knowledge,

24   does National Grid operate transmission lines in
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1   New York and Massachusetts?

2         A.    Yes.

3         Q.    Are you aware of any settlements that

4   National Grid would have paid related to paying

5   its employees during Hurricane Sandy?

6         A.    So what I'm aware of is that during

7   Hurricane Sandy they were doing a software

8   switch, and the hurricane hit in the middle of

9   that software switch, and that -- I think, it

10   produced -- again, I'm not sure, but I think it

11   produced some delays in people getting paid,

12   which was a -- you know, a dent in what everybody

13   would say was a pretty flawless performance in

14   restoring power to Long Island.

15         Q.    Are you aware of any state penalties

16   that they would have paid?

17         A.    I'm not, no.

18         Q.    Are you aware of any state sanction

19   or order against the company for any reason

20   whatsoever for these actions?

21         A.    For that software issue?

22         Q.    Yes.

23         A.    I'm not aware of any of that, no.

24         Q.    Did National Grid directly bring this
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1   to your attention?

2               JUDGE JONES:  Bring what to his

3   attention?

4               MR. DAVIS:  The -- what he's

5   describing as a software glitch.

6         A.    I don't think so.

7               MR. MACBRIDE:  Objection, Judge.  I

8   believe that Mr. Skelly said a software switch,

9   not glitch.

10               JUDGE JONES:  I tell you what.  Why

11   don't you go ahead and rephrase -- go ahead and

12   ask the question again.

13         A.    Yes, it was a software switch.

14               JUDGE JONES:  And we'll go from

15   there.  Go ahead.  You can ask your question.

16   There's some confusion here over the terms, and I

17   think it sort of took two questions to get the

18   question into play.  So just go ahead and ask the

19   question, and we'll go from there.

20         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  You can attribute

21   whatever you want to call to it.  I'm just asking

22   when you became aware of these facts you just

23   testified to.

24               JUDGE JONES:  Which facts are those,
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1   though?  That's -- what are you referring to

2   there?

3               MR. DAVIS:  The software issue.

4               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Put that

5   into -- put that into -- all that into the

6   question.

7         Q.    (By Mr. Davis)  The software issue

8   that you referred to -- I'm asking when you

9   became aware of it and who brought it to your

10   attention.

11         A.    So I think -- again, we're talking

12   somewhere in the fourth quarter of 2012.  Okay?

13   There were reports in the trade press, in the

14   electric power trade press, that they had some

15   sort of software issue.  That's how I became

16   aware of this.

17               MR. DAVIS:  I have no further

18   questions right now.

19               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, Mr. Davis.

20               Off the record briefly.

21                   (Discussion off the record.)

22               MR. FOSCO:  Good afternoon,

23   Mr. Skelly.

24               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.
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1               MR. FOSCO:  I'm sorry.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Fosco, your

3   witness.

4                   CROSS-EXAMINATION

5   QUESTIONS BY MR. FOSCO:

6         Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Skelly.  My name

7   is Carmen Fosco, and I represent Commonwealth

8   Edison.  I have a few questions for you.  I think

9   it's less than I originally thought since counsel

10   covered some of the areas I was going to address.

11               To go back to -- you've covered to

12   some extent the corporate structure of Clean Line

13   already.  The box -- and when I refer to "Clean

14   Line," that will refer to Clean Line Energy

15   Partners LLC.  Is that okay?

16         A.    Correct.  Yeah.

17         Q.    And when I refer to "Rock Island," it

18   will be Rock Island Clean Line LLC.

19               So the boxes above Clean Line -- are

20   those -- do those represent investors or owners

21   rather than operating entities?

22         A.    Owners, yes.

23         Q.    Okay.  And Rock Island Wind Line

24   LLC -- is that an -- does that entity have any
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1   operating role?

2         A.    No.

3         Q.    What is the function of that entity,

4   if you could describe it?

5         A.    Just give me -- if you don't mind

6   directing me to the --

7         Q.    Oh, sure.  It's the attachment to

8   your direct testimony or Rock Island Exhibit 1.1.

9   It's that flow chart of the entities or

10   organizational structure.

11               Do you need me to repeat the

12   question?

13         A.    No.  No.  I understand the question.

14               I am not a hundred percent sure; so I

15   will defer to my colleague Dave Berry.

16         Q.    Okay.  As far as you know, it has no

17   active role in management or operation of Rock

18   Island?

19         A.    I'll defer to my colleague, if that's

20   okay.

21         Q.    That's fine.  Is that because you

22   don't -- you're not sure?

23         A.    I'm not sure.

24         Q.    I believe you, in responding to
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1   another question, indicated that Clean Line was

2   formed approximately four-and-a-half years ago;

3   is that correct?

4         A.    Correct.

5         Q.    So it was the summer of 2009?

6         A.    Spring.

7         Q.    Spring?  Okay.  And then Rock Island

8   was formed a year later in 2010?

9         A.    Yes.

10         Q.    Approximately?

11         A.    Yeah, approximately.

12         Q.    Okay.  Do you still have ILA Group

13   Cross -- Group Exhibit Cross 1 in front of you?

14         A.    No.  But I can if you direct me to

15   it.

16               Oh, that one.  Okay.  Great.  Thank

17   you.  Yes.  Okay.  In front of me.

18                   (Discussion off the record

19                   between counsel.)

20         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  Okay.  I'm sorry.

21   Strike that.  I had a wrong document reference.

22               Do you recall the questions about the

23   response to Rock Island's response to ComEd Data

24   Request 8.16?  It was the budgets.  It was the
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1   two budgets attachments for Clean Line.

2         A.    You mean this?

3         Q.    Yes.  And if you could refer -- and

4   this is a confidential document; so I'm not

5   looking for you to refer to any of the numbers.

6               But on the bottom right of page 2 of

7   Attachment 1 was the total actual budgeted and

8   forecasted expenditures for all the Clean Line

9   entities through -- is that correct?  Or through

10   the period that's reported there?

11         A.    Yeah.  That's the -- that's our

12   projection as of May of 2013.

13         Q.    Okay.  Are you -- without disclosing

14   any confidential information, can you tell me

15   what -- roughly what percentage of that total

16   amount has been raised in terms of investments

17   for Clean Line?  Because that number -- since the

18   number there is not in the record.

19         A.    Yeah.  Over half.

20         Q.    Okay.  Mr. Shay had asked you some

21   questions where he was -- regarding how Rock

22   Island or another LLC could be sold.  Do you

23   recall those questions?

24         A.    There were a number of questions.
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1         Q.    About that topic.  My question is, is

2   it part of Clean Line's business plan to

3   contemplate selling Rock Island or one of the

4   other projects after they are operational and

5   built?

6         A.    Well, the optionality that Grid has

7   or the right they have to purchase a project is

8   preconstruction.  So does that answer your

9   question?

10         Q.    Well, that answers part of it.  Is

11   it -- so I think that certainly answers it for

12   National Grid.

13               But would Clean Line otherwise -- do

14   they otherwise have any plan to consider selling

15   any of the transmission lines that are in

16   development if they're completed and made

17   operational?

18         A.    Some of this hinges around the

19   definition of "selling," which sounds like a

20   nonsensical thing, but when you're a company and

21   you're raising money, you're selling part of the

22   company.  So in that sense, yes, we have plans to

23   sell part of the company along the way.

24         Q.    Thank you.  I appreciate that.
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1               Do you have any plans to sell the

2   entity such that it would no longer be part of

3   the Clean Line group or organization?  Is that a

4   possibility?

5         A.    That is a possibility, and it's a

6   right which Grid has.

7         Q.    I'm sorry.  Which who has?

8         A.    National Grid has the right to

9   purchase, as I think I pointed out.

10         Q.    Okay.  You testify in your direct

11   testimony that you've been involved in various

12   wind energy projects that were ultimately

13   constructed.  I can give you a page reference if

14   you want, but my question is have you ever been

15   involved in the development of any wind energy

16   projects that were ultimately not constructed for

17   one reason or another?

18         A.    Sure.

19         Q.    And would you agree that in those

20   instances the -- that either you or the entities

21   you were involved with believed in good faith

22   that those projects would be pursued through

23   construction?

24         A.    I think it's fair to say that, if you
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1   start putting time and effort into a project,

2   it's because you think you'll be successful.

3         Q.    Okay.  I think you've covered the

4   five pending projects with other counsel, but

5   just -- I'm not sure this is in the record:  The

6   Rock Island project -- what's the total length of

7   that line?

8         A.    It's just around 500 miles.

9         Q.    Okay.  With approximately 121 of

10   those miles in Illinois?

11         A.    Approximately.

12         Q.    And is it correct that the Illinois

13   portion of that line cannot proceed unless the

14   Iowa portion is also completed?

15         A.    Proceed in terms of construction?

16         Q.    Yes.

17         A.    Yes.  One of the conditions that

18   we've agreed upon here is that we won't start

19   until we have all the financial resources to

20   build it.  I think it would be difficult to

21   acquire or to gain access to the financial

22   resources if we only had the ability to build in

23   Illinois.

24         Q.    Okay.  I was not specifically looking
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1   for conditions or commitments here, but as a

2   practical matter, can the Rock Island line

3   proceed without proceeding in both ultimately

4   Illinois and Iowa?

5         A.    Both as a practical matter and as one

6   of the conditions that we've agreed to in this

7   proceeding.

8         Q.    Would you agree that there are other

9   events or contingencies that must happen for the

10   Rock Island project to proceed to construction?

11         A.    I would agree with that, yes.

12         Q.    Could you name the top five to you?

13         A.    The top five conditions --

14         Q.    Or contingencies to proceeding.

15         A.    Yeah.  Well, the interesting thing

16   about developing a project like this is you have

17   a lot more than five conditions.  But off the top

18   of my head, it would be regulatory approvals,

19   design, engineering, permitting, commercial

20   arrangements, construction agreements, and

21   financial commitments.  I think that may be seven

22   but --

23         Q.    And, as we sit here today, those --

24   those -- those are still contingencies.  They
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1   haven't been established or met yet?

2         A.    Yeah.  Well, in addition to those

3   seven, you have another 95.

4         Q.    And is one of the conditions that

5   Rock Island be able to sign up customers so

6   that -- for transmission service?

7         A.    I think the condition that -- are we

8   talking about the regulatory condition or the

9   general --

10         Q.    The general practical.

11         A.    Yeah.  Generally you need a

12   significant customer commitment before you're

13   going to build a project like this.

14         Q.    And I think we've established earlier

15   that you believe those customers will be wind or

16   renewable energy generators in the resource area;

17   is that correct?

18         A.    This project begins in the windiest

19   area in close proximity to Chicago.  So, yes, we

20   believe it will tap that wind resource.

21         Q.    Okay.  Is that a "Yes" to my question

22   then?

23         A.    There is an absolute "Yes."

24         Q.    Okay.  And I think we've also
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1   established earlier that those -- neither those

2   projects nor those customers exist yet; correct?

3         A.    So projects is a -- there are many

4   development projects.  So wind developers with

5   land under option is there.  So they would call

6   that a project.  But there are few projects

7   built.

8         Q.    Okay.  And, again, that is ultimately

9   another contingency in the Rock Island project

10   getting built -- is those other generators that

11   will become customers -- their facilities being

12   built?

13         A.    Typically the way it would work is --

14   because the construction time on a project like

15   this is about three years, and you can build the

16   warm farms in about 18 months.  So we would

17   commence with their commitment in hand, but they

18   would not begin building until we were well into

19   construction.

20         Q.    And I think you and perhaps some of

21   your colleagues have stated either in testimony

22   or data request response that, unless Rock Island

23   is able to sign up a major -- more than 50

24   percent of the customers, the project is not
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1   likely to proceed; is that correct?

2         A.    That's right, yeah.

3         Q.    So, as we sit here today, even if the

4   Commission were to grant all the relief requested

5   by Rock Island, Rock Island could not commit to

6   the Commission to build the line; isn't that

7   correct?

8         A.    No.  We have a lot -- we have other

9   tasks that we need to undertake and accomplish.

10         Q.    And, again, among those tasks or

11   contingencies that has to happen is Rock Island

12   has to raise the actual investment for financing

13   and building of the project; correct?

14         A.    That is one of the tasks, yeah.

15   That's one of the seven I mentioned, yes.

16         Q.    So in addition to getting financing,

17   there also have to be some investors to go along

18   with --

19         A.    Well, I was talking about financing

20   in broad terms.

21         Q.    Okay.  And that would include,

22   though, attracting equity investors?

23         A.    Both debt and equity, yeah.  Yeah.

24         Q.    And there are no binding commitments
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1   today for the equity that would be required to

2   obtain the debt financing?

3         A.    No.  You're not going to get a

4   binding commitment to finance a project which is

5   in the middle of a couple of different regulatory

6   processes.

7         Q.    I'm not going back to the corporate

8   structure, but is the intent for Clean Line to

9   provide management and operation services to all

10   of the projects?  Is it sort of a services

11   company in part?

12         A.    We would more manage providers of

13   services.  So, for example, Siemens would have

14   people on staff at the converter station, and we

15   would supervise those folks.  Similarly, the

16   maintenance and so on of the transmission line --

17   we would contract with companies that did that.

18   I don't think that we would have our own trucks

19   and our own people doing that job.

20         Q.    Okay.  In terms of management of the

21   construction, though, will Clean Line have a

22   significant role of --

23         A.    We will.

24         Q.    -- management of the construction?
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1         A.    Yes.

2         Q.    And for that task will Clean Line

3   employees be providing services to Rock Island

4   and the other LLCs under -- if all the projects

5   were to succeed --

6         A.    Yeah.

7         Q.    -- would they be providing services

8   to all of those LLCs?

9         A.    Yeah.  The way I've done this in the

10   past was we had our own employees on site who

11   would supervise construction projects, and in any

12   given time, you know, at Horizon Wind, we might

13   have five different projects under construction,

14   and we'd have five different teams on site at

15   each of those different projects.

16         Q.    Okay.  Do you plan to be personally

17   involved in overseeing each of the five projects

18   if they succeed?  The construction of each of the

19   five projects.  I'm sorry.

20         A.    Absolutely, yes.  Am I going to be a

21   construction supervisor?  I have done that

22   before, but I'm not going to be able to do that

23   on all five of these projects.

24         Q.    Okay.  Thank you.
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1               Will costs be allocated to the LLCs

2   based upon the amount of work that Clean Line

3   employees invest?

4         A.    Yeah.  So typically what we do is we

5   would -- for folks who are dedicated to one

6   specific project, the costs of their time would

7   be allocated to that specific project.

8         Q.    Would that be pursuant to an

9   agreement of some sort?

10         A.    Yes, it would.  Yeah.

11         Q.    Okay.  Does Rock Island plan to come

12   to the Commission for approval of such agreement,

13   to your knowledge?

14         A.    I don't think that would be

15   appropriate since we're not seeking recovery for

16   the rates that we would charge.  So our tariff

17   will be regulated by -- or our ratemaking process

18   will be regulated by the FERC.  I don't think

19   that our -- because we're a merchant line, I

20   don't think that our costs are regulated by the

21   Illinois Commission.

22         Q.    And in your testimony, though, you

23   did reserve the right to potentially come back to

24   seek a rate-based recovery if certain conditions
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1   occur; correct?

2         A.    I don't think that's a fair

3   characterization.  I don't think we've reserved

4   the right.  I think we said we would come back if

5   we did seek cost allocation.

6         Q.    But you're not -- you've committed to

7   come back, but you've not committed to say you

8   would never do it; is that correct?

9         A.    We have not committed, and can I

10   explain why?

11         Q.    Your counsel can -- I'm sorry.  But

12   your counsel can address that if he desires in

13   redirect.

14               JUDGE JONES:  Are you withdrawing

15   your question?

16               MR. FOSCO:  No.  If I could get an

17   answer to my question.

18               MR. MACBRIDE:  I'm sorry.  Could the

19   question be repeated, please?

20                   (The requested portion was read

21                   back by the court reporter.)

22         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  Rock Island has only

23   committed to come back in before seeking

24   rate-based recovery.  It has not committed not to
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1   ever -- to seek rate-based recovery; isn't that

2   correct?

3         A.    I don't know that I would phrase it

4   just like that.  We've made a commitment.  It's

5   in writing.  I think it's -- it's very clear.

6         Q.    What is firm transmission capacity or

7   your understanding of it?

8         A.    Yeah.  Typically it's -- if I'm a

9   buyer of transmission service and I own that

10   capacity, then the provider of that service is

11   obliged to provide it; as opposed to

12   interruptible, which might be, "Well, if I've got

13   some capacity, I'll sell it to you tomorrow, but

14   if I don't, you're on your own."

15         Q.    And is interruptible sometimes

16   referred to as non-firm?

17         A.    Yes.

18         Q.    And in your testimony I believe you

19   refer to obtaining contracts with customers for

20   up to 4,000 megawatts.  Do you recall that?

21         A.    Not exactly, but if can you direct me

22   to it, I'll look at it.

23         Q.    Sorry.  Give me one second.  I'll

24   find it.  I apologize.
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1               At line 167.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Where is that again,

3   please?

4               MR. FOSCO:  Line 167 of Rock Island

5   Exhibit 1.0.

6               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

7         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  You refer to being

8   able to connect over 4,000 megawatts of wind

9   turbine capacity.

10         A.    Right.  Okay.

11         Q.    And is it Rock Island's intent to

12   sell 3,500 megawatts of firm capacity on the

13   line?

14         A.    Yeah.  Let me just see if I can walk

15   you through this.  You'll do 4,000 megawatts on

16   the generation side.  On any given day, 98

17   percent of those turbines are available.  So 2

18   percent are not.  Okay?

19               Then you have this thing called a

20   duration curve -- okay? -- and a very, very small

21   number of hours will all those 98 percent of

22   turbines produce at the rated output.  Okay?

23   Then you have losses through the system from Iowa

24   to the delivery point in PJM.
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1               So when you run all that through, you

2   end up with the 3,500 megawatts of delivery.

3               So what you might do to optimize the

4   whole equation is you build a tiny bit more wind

5   than you have transmission capacity for, and then

6   you create a -- in effect, a market.  Okay?  So

7   that people who -- like, if you're out for

8   maintenance one day, you can sell your capacity

9   to somebody else.

10         Q.    Thank you.

11               Rock Island's interconnection request

12   with PJM, though, does not currently provide for

13   3,500 megawatts of firm injection rights.  Isn't

14   that true?

15         A.    That is true.  Yeah.  So we would not

16   inject more than 3,500 megawatts.

17         Q.    Okay.  But you're -- isn't the --

18         A.    We might collect more than 3,500, but

19   the actual injection would only be 3,500.

20         Q.    Then how -- how is that transmitting

21   on a firm basis the 3,500 -- strike that.

22               Let's back up.  What is the amount of

23   firm injection rights that Rock Island is

24   currently seeking into PJM?
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1         A.    3,500 megawatts.

2         Q.    Firm?

3         A.    Oh, firm.  We have an alphabet soup

4   of queue positions.

5         Q.    I could try to help you.  Would you

6   agree it's 1,192 megawatts of firm?

7         A.    Well, let me -- there's a bunch of

8   rules around capacity and energy and so on, and

9   if it's okay with you, Dr. Galli or Dave Berry

10   can give you a complete rundown on how all of

11   those things work.

12         Q.    Okay.

13         A.    But capacity injection rights and

14   energy are two different things.

15         Q.    Okay.  But you agree that Rock Island

16   does not have 3,500 megawatts of firm injection

17   rights into PJM?

18         A.    I do not believe that -- let me put

19   it this way:  I believe that the rights that we

20   have to inject energy and capacity to PJM are

21   more than sufficient to handle what we're

22   building in terms of infrastructure.

23         Q.    Is it your testimony that Rock Island

24   would be able to deliver into the PJM system
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1   3,500 megawatts of firm capacity --

2         A.    Yeah.

3         Q.    -- at all times, excluding

4   emergencies?

5         A.    Let me just -- take me to the place

6   where we say firm capacity because I think the

7   firm capacity refers to the capacity of the

8   transmission line, not to the capacity -- not to

9   the sum of the queue positions in PJM.

10               MR. FOSCO:  Your Honor, may I

11   approach the witness?

12               JUDGE JONES:  Any objection?

13               MR. MACBRIDE:  Only if you approach

14   me first.

15               MR. FOSCO:  Your Honor, I've

16   marked -- and the document I've tendered to the

17   witness, Your Honor and the parties, and the

18   court reporter is marked ComEd Cross Exhibit No.

19   1.  It is identified as Rock Island's Response to

20   ICC Staff Data Request RJZ 1.02.

21         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  Mr. Skelly, have you

22   ever seen this document before?

23         A.    Which one?  This one?

24         Q.    Yes.
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1         A.    Yeah.

2         Q.    Yes?  And if you would refer to the

3   response for a)-c) on the second page, does that

4   state that "Rock Island intends to sell 3,500

5   megawatts of transmission capacity to subscribers

6   on a firm basis"?

7         A.    Could you repeat the question?

8         Q.    Sure.  Does the data request response

9   indicate that "Rock Island intends to sell 3,500

10   megawatts of transmission capacity to subscribers

11   on a firm basis"?

12         A.    Yes.  Our -- yes.  With respect to

13   our line, yes.

14         Q.    So does that refresh your

15   recollection that that's what Rock Island has

16   represented in this proceeding?

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  I object.  I don't --

18   what recollection did he have to refresh?

19               MR. FOSCO:  I believe he said he

20   didn't think they had indicated Rock Island was

21   trying to sell subscribers on a firm basis.

22               MR. MACBRIDE:  I don't recall him

23   saying that, but he's acknowledged what the data

24   request says.  So I'm not objecting to that.
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1         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  So explain -- a

2   customer that buys transmission capacity on your

3   line is going to want to inject that energy into

4   the PJM system, are they not?

5         A.    That's correct.

6         Q.    And if you're selling them that

7   transmission capacity on a firm basis, that's --

8   are you not telling those subscribers that you

9   can inject that much into the system?

10         A.    What we're telling them is we can

11   move 3,500 megawatts -- we can deliver 3,500

12   megawatts to PJM.

13         Q.    But PJM has only allowed Rock Island

14   at this time 1,152 megawatts of firm injection

15   rights; correct?

16         A.    In addition to that, we will be able

17   to inject a great deal of energy, and that's

18   common practice in the wind industry.

19         Q.    But not on a firm basis; correct?

20         A.    What's not on a firm basis?

21         Q.    Your ability to inject more than

22   1,152 megawatts.

23         A.    I'm going to defer to David Berry on

24   the exact mechanics of this because I don't -- I
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1   don't recall exactly the -- that particular piece

2   of it.

3         Q.    Okay.  Do --

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  Judge, can I confer

5   with Mr. Fosco for just a second off the record?

6               JUDGE JONES:  Yes.  We hereby go off

7   the record for that purpose.

8                   (Discussion off the record.)

9               MR. MACBRIDE:  Thank you.

10               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

11               There was an off-the-record

12   discussion for the purposes indicated.

13               MR. FOSCO:  Okay.  And, Your Honor,

14   to clarify, I may have misspoke, and I meant to

15   refer to 1,192 megawatts.

16               JUDGE JONES:  I think you did the

17   first time.

18         Q.    (By Mr. Fosco)  Mr. Skelly, are you

19   familiar with the -- strike that.

20               Does Rock Island have a form of

21   contract for its transmission customers already?

22         A.    Not yet.

23         Q.    Not yet.  When you refer to getting a

24   contract with subscribers, what is the length of
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1   term you expect those agreements to be for?

2         A.    20 years.

3         Q.    I'm sorry?

4         A.    20 years.

5         Q.    20 years?

6         A.    Yeah.

7         Q.    Mr. Skelly, what will Rock Island do

8   if the Illinois Commerce Commission were to

9   approve its certificate request but the Iowa

10   Utilities Board denied the similar request in

11   that state?

12         A.    I think it would depend on the denial

13   and what our -- what other remedies might be

14   available.  If we felt like there was -- the

15   project wasn't worth investing in any further,

16   then we would abandon it.  But we don't think

17   that's going to happen.

18         Q.    I believe you testified that you're

19   expecting an Iowa Utilities Board decision in

20   second quarter 2015.  Did I hear that correctly?

21         A.    Yeah.  That sounds right, yeah.

22         Q.    And you're asking the Illinois

23   Commission, though, to make a decision

24   approximately in second quarter of 2014?
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1         A.    Yeah.  About a year ahead, yeah.

2         Q.    And would you agree that, in terms of

3   construction, nothing can happen until the Iowa

4   Utility Board similarly rules on the request

5   being made there; correct?

6         A.    So in terms of construction, that's

7   correct, but there's a lot of things that we can

8   do as soon as we have a route determined, and

9   those range from surveying, wildlife surveys,

10   engineering, et cetera.  So there's a lot of work

11   that we can do with an Illinois decision.

12         Q.    Okay.  But the route will not be

13   known in Iowa then until later; correct?

14         A.    We have a fairly good idea of the

15   route in Iowa, and under Iowa rules we can

16   actually gain survey access now.  So we can do a

17   lot of that same engineering work without a

18   decision.

19               MR. FOSCO:  Thank you.  No further

20   questions.

21               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, Mr. Fosco.

22               Is there any redirect?

23               MR. MACBRIDE:  There will be a bit.

24   Could we take a five-minute recess?
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1               JUDGE JONES:  Okay.  Any objection to

2   that?

3               We hereby recess for five minutes.

4               MR. FOSCO:  Oh, if we can go back on

5   the record.  Are we still on the record?  I'm

6   sorry.

7               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the -- well, we

8   just went off.  So back on the record.

9               MR. FOSCO:  Your Honor, may I move

10   for admission of ComEd Cross Exhibit 1?

11               JUDGE JONES:  Any response to the

12   motion for admission of ComEd Cross Exhibit No.

13   1?

14               MR. MACBRIDE:  No objection.

15               JUDGE JONES:  Anybody else?

16               Let the record show ComEd Cross

17   Exhibit No. 1 is admitted into the evidentiary

18   record, and you will file that on e-Docket, is

19   that --

20               MR. FOSCO:  If you would like, Your

21   Honor, yes, we will.

22               JUDGE JONES:  Let's do it that way.

23   So you're given leave of 14 days to make that

24   filing.
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1               MR. FOSCO:  Thank you, Your Honor.

2               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  At this

3   time we hereby break for five minutes.

4                   (Short recess.)

5               JUDGE JONES:  Back on the record.

6               Mr. MacBride, did you have any

7   redirect?

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes, I do, Judge.  If

9   I may proceed.

10               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

11                   REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12   QUESTIONS BY MR. MACBRIDE:

13         Q.    Mr. Skelly, there were some questions

14   about the investor in the Clean Line organization

15   that I think we referred to as ZBI, ZAM, and

16   Ziff, and just to clarify, that's all the same

17   entity, essentially, for -- in terms of being the

18   investor in your company; correct?

19         A.    Correct.

20         Q.    All right.  Could you look at your

21   Exhibit 1.1, which is the Clean Line Energy

22   Partners LLC organization chart.

23         A.    Okay.

24         Q.    And I -- I understand that we've
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1   committed to file a revised version of this

2   exhibit, but if you look at the exhibit that was

3   filed and specifically at the three boxes at the

4   top of the chart, are you able to tell us

5   specifically which one of these reflects the ZAM

6   investment?

7         A.    Yeah.  That's Clean Line Investor

8   Corp.

9         Q.    So, in other words, that Clean Line

10   Investor Corp. is the ZAM investors?

11         A.    Correct.  Yes.

12         Q.    Thank you.

13               You responded, to a question from

14   Mr. Shay, that -- I believe that the board of

15   Clean Line can only approve expenditures up to

16   the amount that Clean Line has, quote, "in the

17   bank," close quote.  Do you recall that?

18         A.    Yeah.

19         Q.    By "in the bank," were you intending

20   to mean solely cash on hand?

21         A.    No.  I mean "the bank" includes

22   commitments, cash on hand, money that we have the

23   right to draw on.

24         Q.    And is it your understanding at this
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1   time that Clean Line has an amount of investment

2   from one of its investors that it has the right

3   to draw on --

4         A.    Yes.

5         Q.    -- but has not actually been paid in?

6         A.    Correct.

7         Q.    All right.  Now, directing your

8   attention to ILA Cross-Examination Exhibit No.

9   1, which was the various budgets documents.

10         A.    Right.

11         Q.    Do you have that in front of you?

12         A.    Yeah.

13         Q.    And if you look at Attachment 1,

14   there's a column that says "Budget 2013."  Do you

15   see that?

16         A.    I do.

17         Q.    All right.  So that column shows the

18   budget for the full year 2013; correct?

19         A.    Correct.

20         Q.    Now, if you look at Attachment 2,

21   there's a column -- it's really the second column

22   of numbers that says "October budget."  Do you

23   see that?

24         A.    I do.
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1         Q.    All right.  And those numbers are

2   only through October 31, 2013; correct?

3         A.    That's correct.

4         Q.    In other words, that -- that -- that

5   column shows the budget through October 31, 2013?

6         A.    Correct.

7         Q.    All right.  And would that explain

8   why the budget number for 2013 on Attachment 2 is

9   different from what's shown on Attachment 1?

10         A.    Yeah.  Yep.

11               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I'm going to

12   object.  I think these are leading questions and

13   improper.

14               JUDGE JONES:  Response?

15               MR. MACBRIDE:  I don't think they're

16   leading, but I don't have a question pending;

17   so --

18               MR. SHAY:  I'll ask the questions I'm

19   objecting to.

20               JUDGE JONES:  I think they've been

21   answered.  So we'll wait for the questions that

22   follow, and we'll see if there are objections to

23   those.

24         Q.    (By Mr. MacBride)  Mr. Skelly, you
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1   were asked some questions about Rock Island's

2   queue positions in the PJM queue.  Do you recall

3   that?

4         A.    Uh-huh.  Yeah.

5         Q.    So I take it from that testimony that

6   Rock Island owns queue positions; is that

7   correct?

8         A.    That's correct.  Yes.

9         Q.    And do you consider those queue

10   positions to have value?

11         A.    I do, yeah.

12         Q.    Can they be bought and sold?

13         A.    One of them we bought; so yes.

14         Q.    You were asked some questions about

15   your filing status in Iowa.

16         A.    Yeah.

17         Q.    First of all, can you briefly explain

18   the sequence of filings or actions that's

19   required in Iowa to get to the point of

20   requesting a franchise from the Iowa Commission?

21         A.    Yes.  We -- under Iowa rules, the

22   first step is county informational meetings.  We

23   do a lot of work prior to this, but the -- as

24   part of the IUB process, the first step is county
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1   informational meetings.  Those are actually going

2   on as we speak in Iowa, and they'll conclude

3   later that year.

4               Then there's -- after that period of

5   time, we're at liberty to talk to landowners

6   about rights of way.  And then when we're further

7   into that process, then we can file with the

8   Commission -- with the IUB.  Excuse me.

9         Q.    And by "filing with the Commission,"

10   you're referring to requesting what's called in

11   Iowa a franchise?

12         A.    That's correct.

13         Q.    Is it your understanding that the

14   term Iowa -- in Iowa the franchise is essentially

15   equivalent to the certificate --

16         A.    Correct.

17         Q.    -- in Illinois?

18         A.    Yeah.  Right.

19         Q.    Is it your understanding that you are

20   required to complete these county informational

21   meetings before you can file for the franchise?

22         A.    Absolutely.

23         Q.    And just to make sure the record's

24   clear on what you may have testified on this
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1   earlier, what is your expected date for filing

2   for the franchise in Iowa?

3         A.    Oh, next year.

4         Q.    Would you now look at Rock Island

5   Exhibit 1.5, which was attached to your rebuttal

6   testimony and is your --

7         A.    Yeah.  Okay.

8         Q.    And, again, just to clarify, I

9   believe Mr. Davis was asking you about the fact

10   that you have 15 of 35 positions in your

11   organization filled at this point.  Do you recall

12   those questions?

13         A.    I do.

14         Q.    All right.  That refers -- Exhibit

15   1.5 refers to your construction management

16   organization --

17         A.    Correct.

18         Q.    -- and it's not your entire corporate

19   management organization; correct?

20         A.    Correct.  Right.  Yeah.

21         Q.    I believe you gave some testimony

22   earlier about the anticipated time to construct a

23   transmission line?

24         A.    Uh-huh.
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1         Q.    And, again, just to make sure that

2   what you said is clear, what is your expectation

3   as the length of time that would be required to

4   actually construct the Rock Island line?

5         A.    Approximately -- including converter

6   stations, approximately three years.

7         Q.    I'm sorry.  Repeat that?

8         A.    Approximately three years including

9   the converter stations.

10         Q.    And what would you consider the

11   starting point?

12         A.    Starting point?

13         Q.    In the -- when you're defining three

14   years for construction, what would you -- what

15   would that encompass?

16         A.    Typically starting construction is

17   defined contractually as notice to proceed.  So

18   that's the point in time at which you tell your

19   contractor we are going ahead with the project.

20         Q.    Okay.  Again, just so this is clear

21   on the record, Mr. Skelly, you -- you used the

22   term, during cross-examination, "strategic

23   investor"?

24         A.    Uh-huh.
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1         Q.    I believe you referred to a strategic

2   investor and a financial investor?

3         A.    Yes.

4         Q.    Can you just explain for the record

5   what a strategic investor is?

6         A.    Well, strategic investors are

7   typically those parties that have specific

8   industry knowledge.  So as opposed to a financial

9   investor who might invest in all kinds of

10   different things, strategic investors are folks

11   who have some knowledge of a particular industry,

12   and then they make an investment.  It may not be

13   exactly the same as what they do, but it's in

14   their same sort of industry.

15         Q.    Into what category would Niagara

16   Mohawk -- not Niagara Mohawk -- National Grid

17   fall?

18         A.    They would definitely be a strategic

19   investor.

20         Q.    I believe you testified, in response

21   to a question by Mr. Fosco, that of the total

22   amount of actual and budgeted expenditures

23   through the end of 2015 for all the projects,

24   which is shown on ILA Cross Exhibit 1, that
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1   approximately half of that amount has been

2   raised.  Have you had an opportunity to review --

3         A.    Well, yeah.  Including commitments,

4   it's -- it's about two thirds.

5         Q.    Thank you.  You testified, in

6   response to a question from Mr. Fosco, that you

7   didn't believe it would be appropriate for Rock

8   Island to come before the Commission for approval

9   of contracts among its affiliates.  Do you recall

10   that?

11         A.    Yes.

12         Q.    All right.  Were you intending to

13   express a legal opinion in that answer?

14         A.    I would never express a legal

15   opinion, no.

16         Q.    So are you prepared to state that

17   Rock Island would seek approval of those

18   contracts if it was required by the --

19         A.    Of course.

20         Q.    -- Illinois statutes?

21         A.    If it were required, of course we'd

22   do it.

23         Q.    Now, referring to ComEd Cross Exhibit

24   No. 1, do you still have that in front of you?
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1         A.    Uh-huh.

2         Q.    That was the response to a data

3   request?

4         A.    Yeah.  Right.

5         Q.    And there's some questions about the

6   relationship between the statement in the data

7   request response that Rock Island intends to sell

8   3,500 megawatts of transmission capacity to

9   subscribers on a firm basis and the fact that

10   Rock Island at this point is -- through its queue

11   positions is seeking 1,192 megawatts of firm

12   transmission interconnection rights into PJM.  Do

13   you recall those questions?

14         A.    Yes.

15         Q.    Are you familiar with the term

16   "network interconnection service"?

17         A.    Yes.

18         Q.    And are you familiar with the term

19   "firm network interconnection service"?

20         A.    Yes.

21         Q.    And is it necessary for Rock Island

22   to have firm network interconnection service to

23   sell energy into PJM?

24         A.    No.  Because the way PJM works is
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1   wind projects get a certain level of capacity

2   accreditation.  PJM doesn't consider them to be a

3   hundred percent firm at all times because, as you

4   know, the wind doesn't blow at all times.  So you

5   get firm rights for a certain percentage of your

6   capacity.

7               And I've been involved in a number of

8   wind farms that do interconnect to PJM --

9   hundreds of megawatts that are just up the road

10   here -- and on those projects as well, they

11   interconnect with PJM, but they don't have firm

12   injection rights for their rated capacity.

13         Q.    Is it typical in your experience for

14   wind farms to sell 100 percent of their capacity

15   into the PJM capacity market?

16         A.    No.  It does not happen.

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  Just have one second,

18   Judge.

19               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

20         Q.    (By Mr. MacBride)  Just one final

21   question just to go back on one topic, Mr.

22   Skelly.

23               The construction period you referred

24   to earlier, would that include the engineering
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1   and design work on your converter stations?

2         A.    No.  No.  That would happen prior to

3   the -- or a lot of the design would happen prior

4   to the 36 months of construction.

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  We have no further

6   questions on redirect.

7               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

8               Is there recross?

9               MR. SHAY:  Your Honor, I have a

10   couple questions.

11               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Shay.

12                   RECROSS EXAMINATION

13   QUESTIONS BY MR. SHAY:

14         Q.    Back to your ILA Cross Exhibit 1,

15   Mr. Skelly, I want to make sure I understand what

16   you said in response to questions on redirect

17   about your 2013 budget.  And you have those

18   attachments in front of you -- 1 and 2?

19         A.    I do, yeah.  Yeah.

20         Q.    Can you explain, again, on Attachment

21   2, the 2013 budget and what you were saying on

22   redirect about that in terms of what -- how it's

23   shown in this document?

24         A.    I'm sorry.  Could you restate the
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1   question?

2         Q.    You were talking about the October

3   budget.  You were going through it so quickly, I

4   had a hard time tracking, frankly, but -- and

5   maybe we need to have the question and answer

6   read back, but -- if you don't recall, but you

7   were asked a question about the 2013 budget as

8   it's shown on this document.  Do you recall that?

9   That your counsel asked you that on redirect?

10         A.    I don't recall the exact question,

11   but I do recall a question about this, yeah.

12         Q.    Okay.  Well, let's just go through

13   it.  How is the 2013 budget shown on this

14   document?

15         A.    On Attachment --

16         Q.    On ILA Cross Exhibit 1, Attachment 2,

17   the one in color.

18         A.    Yeah.  Okay.  So the question is how

19   is the budget shown?

20         Q.    The 2013 budget shown, yes.  Budget,

21   not actual.

22         A.    Well, I mean -- well, like, which of

23   these columns?  So you have year-to-date actual.

24   You have year-to-date budget.  You have variance
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1   off those.  I'm still not clear on the question.

2   How is the budget shown?  The budget is -- it's

3   here.

4         Q.    Okay.  How do we derive from this

5   document the total 2013 budget?

6         A.    Oh, I see the question.  Okay.  I

7   don't think we sum it up here.

8         Q.    Okay.  Let me ask you this:  The

9   second column from the right -- it says "YTD

10   budget."  Is that the budget for the year through

11   April -- through October 31st?

12         A.    Yes.

13         Q.    Okay.  And let's go back to the

14   second column that says "October budget."  Is

15   that a one-month budget for that month?

16         A.    It is.

17         Q.    Okay.  And, then, if we go to the

18   fifth column that says "Q4 budget"?

19         A.    Yeah.

20         Q.    That would be for the last three

21   months of the year?

22         A.    It would be, yeah.

23         Q.    Including the October monthly budget?

24         A.    Yes.
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1         Q.    So would the total 2013 budget, as

2   reported on this document, be simply the total of

3   the column shown as Q4 budget and the column

4   shown as YTD budget?

5         A.    I think, if you did YTD budget, that

6   would capture October as well.  So you'd be

7   double counting October, I think.

8         Q.    Okay.

9         A.    If I understand the question

10   correctly.

11         Q.    So then the 2013 would be YTD budget

12   plus Q4 budget minus October budget?

13         A.    That sounds right.

14         Q.    Does that seem right?

15         A.    Yeah.

16         Q.    Okay.  And then the question -- you

17   were asked about the amount or the percentage of

18   the budget that had been raised, including

19   commitments.  You said that was two thirds?

20         A.    That was a reference to Exhibit -- I

21   mean, just so we're clear, that was with respect

22   to Attachment 1 on the number in the lower

23   right-hand corner of page 2.

24         Q.    Okay.  And "commitments" mean --
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1   define "commitments."

2         A.    "Commitments" means that, if we need

3   the money, the investor will provide it.

4         Q.    Without any conditions/any milestones

5   that you have to meet -- development or

6   otherwise?

7         A.    They're not milestones, but I mean --

8   because the board approves budgets, they would

9   be, you know, within the constraints of the

10   budget, of course.

11         Q.    Okay.  Are we talking here about the

12   additional money from National Grid?

13         A.    We are.

14         Q.    Okay.  All right.  Thank you.

15               I have no further questions.

16               MR. FOSCO:  Your Honor, I just have a

17   few quick --

18               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Fosco.

19                   RECROSS EXAMINATION

20   QUESTIONS BY MR. FOSCO:

21         Q.    Mr. Skelly, Mr. MacBride asked you

22   some questions about your understanding of the

23   Iowa Utility Board process.

24         A.    Yeah.
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1         Q.    And you referred to county meetings,

2   and then I think you stated you were at liberty

3   to speak with landowners after that --

4         A.    Yeah.

5         Q.    -- county --

6         A.    The way -- the way it works is

7   your --

8         Q.    I have a specific question if

9   that's --

10         A.    Okay.

11         Q.    Is part of that process mandatory?

12   Were you saying that the county meetings are

13   mandatory before you can file -- your

14   understanding -- before you can file with the

15   Iowa Utilities Board?

16         A.    That's my understanding.

17         Q.    Okay.  And then how about the part

18   where you said the company was at liberty to talk

19   to landowners?  Is it as soon as the county

20   meetings it could file, if it wants, but it's at

21   liberty to have discussions before it files?

22         A.    So you -- again, I'm not a lawyer,

23   but you're not allowed to negotiate with a

24   landowner until you've had county meetings.  You
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1   could talk to them and talk conceptually and so

2   on, but you can't, you know, say, give them an

3   easement agreement or something like that.

4         Q.    Okay.  So you weren't saying that

5   part had anything to do with when you could file

6   with the Iowa Utilities Board after the county

7   meetings are finished?

8         A.    So you have to do the county

9   meetings, and that is a necessary condition

10   before you file.

11         Q.    Okay.  Are you aware that Illinois

12   requires a Certificate of Public Convenience to

13   be exercised within two years from the time it is

14   granted?

15         A.    I am.

16         Q.    And what would Rock Island do if that

17   two years expires before the Iowa process

18   concludes?

19         A.    I think the -- so -- so let me --

20   just restate the question, if you don't mind.

21         Q.    Sure.  My prior question established

22   that you're aware that Illinois requires a

23   Certificate of Public Convenience to be exercised

24   within two years from the time it was granted;
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1   and my question was, if the Iowa process, before

2   approval is obtained there, takes more than two

3   years from the time that the Illinois -- if an

4   Illinois -- assuming an Illinois certificate is

5   granted --

6         A.    Right.

7         Q.    -- and that two-year time period

8   expired, do you know what Rock Island would do at

9   that point?  Would they come back in or --

10         A.    Yeah, I don't know exactly what we'd

11   do because it would depend on the circumstances,

12   the causes of any delays and so on.  It's not

13   atypical to have this kind of provision.  We have

14   it in -- a similar provision in the order that we

15   just got from the Kansas Commission.  So in the

16   event of unforeseen delays, we'll manage them as

17   they -- as they come.

18         Q.    Okay.  So you don't know today what

19   you would do?

20         A.    I don't know what today.  That would

21   be to speculate.

22         Q.    Thank you.

23               No further questions.

24               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Davis, anything?
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1               MR. DAVIS:  No further questions.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Any re-redirect?

3               MR. MACBRIDE:  No, sir.

4               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you, sir.

5               MR. SKELLY:  Thank you.

6               JUDGE JONES:  You are finished.

7               I think there is still an open

8   question with respect to Exhibit 1.1.  There's

9   going to be a 1.1 filed which at the very least

10   will purge the word "confidential" from it, but

11   now whether it will contain more updated

12   information was under discussion, but I don't

13   know that there was agreement on it at that

14   point.

15               Is there agreement on that, or is

16   that something counsel are still working on?

17               MR. MACBRIDE:  Well, I can state my

18   understanding of what I believe we were asked and

19   agreed to do, and others can say if that's

20   appropriate or acceptable.

21               In addition to removing the

22   confidential stamp, we will show the addition of

23   the additional project company that has been

24   acquired since the exhibit was originally filed.
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1   That's number one.

2               And, number two, we will reflect on

3   the exhibit the additional investor that has

4   invested in Clean Line since the exhibit was

5   originally filed.

6               JUDGE JONES:  And that would be filed

7   by when?

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  Seven days.

9               JUDGE JONES:  Now, does that comport

10   with what other parties were envisioning there or

11   not?  We're not going to really do a lot of

12   argument on it.  If that works, we'll get that in

13   place, but if there are issues, then I think

14   perhaps you can, when you have a chance, discuss

15   those among yourselves and see if you can work

16   them out.

17               So is what Mr. MacBride described --

18   is that acceptable to the other parties?

19               MR. FOSCO:  ComEd does not object to

20   it.  I guess we would defer to Mr. Shay as to

21   whether he wants that update or not.

22               MR. SHAY:  No.  That's fine.  I

23   think, if we have further questions of other

24   witnesses about it before it is updated, we
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1   can -- we all know what it's going to say; so we

2   can manage that.

3               JUDGE JONES:  Okay.

4               MR. MACBRIDE:  If I --

5               JUDGE JONES:  Mr. Davis, did you have

6   anything to say?

7               MR. DAVIS:  Nothing.

8               MR. MACBRIDE:  I would just -- I

9   mean, you properly raised this.  I just want to

10   make sure I've described everything the other

11   parties expected to be included.  If there's

12   something we discussed that I've left out, you

13   know, let us know, but I think I described the

14   updates that had been requested.

15               MR. SHAY:  Yeah.  That's complete by

16   me.

17               JUDGE JONES:  All right.  Thank you.

18               All right.  Then let the record show

19   that Exhibit 1.1 will be updated to reflect the

20   above, and it will be filed within seven days

21   unless the parties agree to a different time

22   frame for that.

23               MR. MACBRIDE:  And, Judge, as you

24   previously indicated, that will be identified as
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1   Rock Island Exhibit 1.1 Revised.

2               JUDGE JONES:  Yes.  That's correct.

3   That will be filed on e-Docket and circulated to

4   all the parties electronically.

5               MR. MACBRIDE:  Yes.

6               MR. SHAY:  Judge Jones?

7               JUDGE JONES:  Yes, sir.

8               MR. SHAY:  If I may, another point

9   that I discussed with Mr. MacBride during break.

10   I believe -- and correct me if I'm wrong -- that

11   with respect to that -- the confidentiality

12   treatment -- confidential treatment of ILA Cross

13   Exhibit 1.1, he's going to furnish me a public

14   version of that that meets their criteria for

15   confidentiality, and then I'll file that.

16               MR. MACBRIDE:  Correct.

17               JUDGE JONES:  Thank you.

18               Anything else on that from anyone?

19               Counsel have anything else then for

20   today's purposes before we conclude and put it

21   over until 9:30 in the morning?

22               If there is not, at this time let the

23   record show that for today's purposes hearing is

24   concluded, and in accordance with the above
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1   scheduling discussion, this matter will be --

2   begin at 9:30 A.M. tomorrow.

3               Thank you all.

4              (Hearing adjourned at 4:23 P.M.,

5              and to resume at 9:30 A.M.,

6              December 6, 2013.)
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